The Asian-Pacific region is currently experiencing remarkable economic growth
which has led the area to be known as the growth center of the world. This rapid
economic expansion has, however, also aggravated urban problems as cities have
experienced a massive influx of new residents. It is now crucial to work towards
the solutions of these urban problems.
The Asian-Pacific City Summit held every other year since 1994, was born from
this societal situation so that area leaders could gather together in order to discuss
network-building and cooperation among Asian-Pacific cities, share administrative
experiences with each other, and have a frank exchange of opinions.
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Σ  O u t l i n e o f t h e S um m i t
(1)

Name of the Summit
The 8th Asian-Pacific City Summit

(2)

Period of the Summit
Sunday, September 28 to Tuesday, September 30, 2008

(3)

Theme
Plenary Session:
“Asian-Pacific Champion Cities
– New Thoughts on Environment, Resources, Culture and Industry”

Sub-sessions:
“Regional responsibility and cooperation of Asian-Pacific New Champion Cities”
“Usage and management of modern city resources”
“Sustainable economic & social development and environmental protection in urban areas”
“Maintaining cultural heritage and innovation of modern city culture”
“Natural conditions and industry choices of cities”
“Protection of intellectual property”
“Protection of urban ecological environment”
“Urban transportation”

(4)

Venue
Furama Hotel
No. 60, Renmin Road, Dalian 116001, People’s Republic of China

(5)

Host
Dalian Municipal Government, People’s Republic of China

(6)

Language Used
Five Languages (Chinese, English, Japanese, Korean, Russian)
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PROGRAM

Sunday, September 28
18:00䌾18:30

Courtesy Call on Party of Secretary of CPC Dalian Committee, Mr. Zhang Chengyin

18:30䌾20:00

Welcome banquet

Sunday, September 28
8:30䌾9:00

Courtesy Call on Mayor of Dalian City, Dr. Xia Deren

9:00䌾11:45

Plenary Session
Welcome Speech
  Dr. Xia Deren, Mayor of Dalian City
Speech
  Mr. Li Jianping, Vice Chairman of The Chinese People's Association for Friendship
  with Foreign Countries
Speech
  Mrs. Han Myeong-sook, Former Korean Prime Minister
Keynote Speech 1
  "Father of Creative Economy", Mr. John Howkins
Keynote Speech 2
  Mr. Nagata ToyoOmi, Principle of Ritsumeikan University
Speech
  Mr. Yoshida Hiroshi, Mayor of Fukuoka City
Report by Asian-Pacifc City Summit Secretariat, approval of the new members

11:45䌾12:00

Photo Session of Heads of Delegations

12:10䌾13:00

Luncheon

13:30䌾17:50

Sub-session
Opening Address by the Chairman
Busan (Korea)
  Mr. Jeong Lak Hyeong, Deputy Mayor for Political Affairs of Busan
Gwangyang (Korea)
  Mr. Lee Sung-woong, Mayor of Gwangyang
Cheremkhovo Area (Russia)
  Mr. Dmitry Khorokhonov, Chief of economics department of Cheremkhovo area
Guangzhou (China)
  Mrs. Li Yi Zhong, Vice President, Design Office, Guangzhou Urban Planning Bureau
Kitakyushu (Japan)
  Ms. Asada Chihoko, Deputy Mayor of Kitakyushu
Kumamoto (Japan)
  Mr. Morita Hiroaki, Deputy Mayor of Kumamoto
Pohang (Korea)
  Mr. Park Seung-ho, Mayor of Pohang
Fukuoka (Japan)
  Mr. Yoshida Hiroshi, Mayor of Fukuoka
Miyazaki (Japan)
  Mr. Tsumura Shigemitsu, Mayor of Miyazaki
Nagasaki (Japan)
  Mr. Shinoki Kyoji, Deputy Mayor of Nagasaki
Shanghai (China)
  Mr. Yin Hong, Deputy Secretary-General, Shanghai Municipal People's Government
Vladivostok (Russia)
  Mr. Zubritskiy Alexander, Deputy Mayor of Vladivostok
Tomsk (Russia)
  Mr. Nikolaychuk Nikolay, The First Vice-Mayor of Tomsk
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Urumqi (China)
  Mr. Jierla Yishamuding, Mayor of Urumqi
Los Angeles
  Mr. William Allen, President & CEO of the LAEDC
  Mr. Vance Baugham, President of the WTCA
Boralesgamuwa (Sri Lanka)
  Mr. K.D. Aruna Priyashantha, Mayor of Boralesgamuwa
Questions and Answers session
Summary by the Chairman
Closing Address by the Chairman
18:00㨪19:30

The 8th Asian-Pacific City Summit Banquet by Dalian Municipal People's Government

Tuesday, September 30
9:00䌾12:00

City Tour
Wuwu Road - Zhongnan Road - Tigar Beach - Xinghai Square - Dalian Ascendas IT Park

12:00䌾13:00

Lunch

13:00䌾17:00

City Tour
Economic and Technical Development Zone - Dalian Development Area Planning
Exhibition Gallery - Dalian Tongniu Mountain Ridge - Golden Pebble Beach - Golf Course
- China Model Art School

APCS Joint Project : APCS Charm Hunting Workshop 3
Monday, September 29
10:30䌾17:00

1. Case Presentation by Fukuoka
Overview of Fukuoka
Working on creating attractiveness in Tenjin
Making attractive and bustling station/city in Hakata
Application of the results of workshop in Bangkok and Collaborative Machizukuri
2. Presentation on conditions and challenges of Dalian's CBD
Making attractiveness in Dalian
Tianjin Street Charm Hunting Tour
Walk along Tianjin Street with people who are in charge of the development of the area
and take photos which people feel attractive

Tuesday, September 30
15:00䌾17:00

Charm Hunting Workshop in Dalian
"Creating New Value"
ŶPresentation
Attractiveness of Dalian from the eyes of Fukuoka (7 people from Team Fukuoka)
Attractiveness of Dalian from the eyes of Bangkok (2 people from Bangkok Guests)

ŶPhoto Mapping Session
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Member Cities of the Summit and Their Locations
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Τ C ontents of Ses sions
1.

Plenary Session

(1) Opening Address
“Value the Sustainable Development and Build a New Leader City
in Northeast Asia”
Mr. Xia Deren
Mayor of Dalian

Distinguished City Leaders,
Distinguished Participants and Guests:

It is my great pleasure to enjoy your company in Dalian.

Dalian is located at the southern tip of northeast China. Surrounded by the sea on three sides, Dalian is backed
by the hinterland of northeast China, and has a land area of 12,500 square meters, with a population of 6.08
million.

Dalian is an important city of port, industry, trade, finance and tourism in northern China. It is also a key
international shipping center in northeast Asia. The Dalian Port has trade relationship with more than 300 ports
of 160 countries and regions, undertaking the task of cargo shipping and foreign trade container transportation.
Dalian International Airport is the largest hub airport with 133 domestic and foreign air routes connecting 15
countries and 92 cities. In 2007, the throughput of international passengers ranked the fourth in China.

Dalian is one of the first opened up cities of China. It has a state-level Economic and Technology Development
Area, High Tech Park and the only bonded port area in northeast China. At present, there are more than 12,900
foreign-funded enterprises in the city, of which 88 of the world's top 500 companies have invested nearly 200
projects, utilized foreign capital reached US$ 30 billion dollars.

Dalian is also a convention and exhibition center of northeast China. In recent years, Dalian has hosted the
Worldwide Chinese Life Insurance Congress, APEC Senior Official’s Meeting, the Fifth Asia-Europe Economic
Ministers Meeting and WTO Informal Mini-ministerial Meeting. In 2007, Dalian successfully hosted the
Summer Davos annual conference.

Dalian has been awarded with the Global 500 Roll of Honour for Environmental Achievement, "World Habitat
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Award" by The United Nations. Dalian is also accredited as China’s "Environmental Protection Model City,"
first "National City of Civilization". In 2007, we won the title of "China’s Best Tourist City".

This summit, themed “Asian – Pacific Champion Cities– New Thoughts on Environment, Resources, Culture
and Industry”, will explore the regional responsibility and cooperation of Asian-Pacific leading cities under the
background of economic globalization. The summit will also address issues that modern city are confronted
with while they are growing. Therefore, the gathering is extremely meaningful strategically.

I believe that the summit will drive the exchanges and cooperation among Asia-Pacific cities and the rapid
development of cities. Now I will make the speech first, and communicate with all of you.

I. Cities drive the economic development.
The cities lead the world. The rhythm, wealth, employment opportunity of a city attracts countless visitors like
a magnet. In 1900, only 14% of the world's population lived in cities. Up to today, more than half of the world's
population has taken city as their home. In fact, if there were no city, there would be no civilization in a real
sense, and no systematic and sustainable progress of the world. The development of cities is the center and
cradle of all the development of modern society.

A city is a spatial system where geographical space and environment are utilized for aggregating economic
benefit and where, under the mission of human society’s improvement, intensive population, intensive economy,
intensive science and culture existence gathered. A city is the carrier for both population and productivity
factors. Many cities in the world have provided more than 80% of the number of employment opportunities and
economic growth point.

In China, the urban population has reached 594 million, and urbanization level is 44.9%. 70% of national GDP
and more than 80% of national tax revenue come from cities.Ԙ At present, cities in major developed countries
create 97% of social wealth with 2% of land area; about 600 cities in China created more than 70% GDP with
mere 1% land area. ԙCities have become the main battlefield of the economy development, and also become
the most vigorous, core force in the sustained and rapid economic growth.

As a sustainable developing regional space, cities are the comprehensive product of economy, culture, ecology,
population and other elements which grow along with the economy development and in return, push the
economy and play a big role. Take China for example, it is calculated that when a medium-sized city's level of
urbanization increased 1 percentage point, it will transfer and absorb rural surplus labor of 140,000 people or so,
and drive the infrastructure construction to RMB 2 billion yuan; the GDP will rise 1.5 percentage point with 1
percentage point of growth of urbanization rate. The role of cities is important and decisive in the social
economic development, and it has been the essential main power source of the development of a country or a
region. It is affirmatively acknowledged that only the success of a city can lead to a country's success.
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II. Make great effort on harmonious coexistence between citizen and nature
Today, the population explosion of boomtown and the accelerated formation of metropolis gathering areas are
the two remarkable characteristics of global urbanization. Though urban production and development is the
symbol of economic development and social progress, urban development faces several problems, such as
environmental pollution and urban heat island, water and resources shortages, traffic congestion and housing
issue, employment pressure and so on. In order to solve these problems, we must get rid of the traditional
development model of urbanization, and make effort on the harmonious coexistence between citizen and nature.

Since the reform and opening up, the urbanization process of China has been accelerating with the rapid
development of economy, but at the same time "urban disease" with the traits of expansion, crowded population,
traffic congestion, environmental degradation, shortage of energy comes following. We, each city’
decision-makers are at the cross road of whether to follow the old path of developed country’s “production first,
treatment later", or to enter the harmonious development of economic society directly.

We think Dalian, wisely and calmly, has made its position on the eco-city which has harmonious coexistence
between men and nature and has made unremitting efforts.

Over the years, Dalian has consistently confirmed building eco-cities as an important strategy for sustainable
development, and always implemented urban planning with eco-environmental construction at each level. We
determined and defined the quality of economy operating and urban planning in the view of eco-civilization,
which had formed a series planning outlines of ecotype city constructing. As for the issues including balanced
development of population and economy, organic combination of city layout and industrial structure, protective
development and utilization of natural sources, Dalian has put forward national and international universal
principles, and these principles were implemented strictly. With urban construction, economic development,
environmental protection completely coordinated, we have built an efficient economic system, a virtuous circle
ecological system, a harmony social environment and residential environment for both business and living,
which has made outstanding accomplishment.

Review Dalian's journey of reviving the city through environmental protection, the achievements should be due
to a series of projects targeted to cure pollution and improve city functions, including, the relocation and
transformation of manufacturing companies, afforesting and beautifying, affordable housing and pollution
treatment. Since 1990s, we have relocated and transformed nearly 200 pollution enterprises and closed 36
cement manufacturers, eliminated 6.77 million tons laggard production, demolished 35 paper making
companies at 10,000 tons annual capacity.

We have formulated and carried out various measures on energy saving and pollution discharge reduction. 11
water treatment plants were built or expanded, with daily treatment capacity of 903,000 tons. The handling rate
of the urban sewage water is 90.4%. We greatly advocated the construction of ecological and livable city. In
past ten years, we have invested 2.3% of fiscal expenditure in the ecological construction each year. In 2007,
the general energy consumption per 10,000 yuan GDP reduced by 4%, major pollutant discharge reduced by
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3.4%. Currently, green area per capita in the city proper is 11.1 square meters; the urban green coverage
reached 43.3%. In Torino Italy in 2001, Dalian won the Global 500 Roll of Honour for Environmental
Achievement from the United Nations.

III. Transformation of city industry under new situation
Economy of agglomeration is one of the main driving forces in the process of urbanization, and the formation
of industrial agglomeration is the main source of propelling urban economy for prosperity. So it is more
necessary and important that under new situation we should establish the new thoughts to develop new industry
paradigm, develop cycling environment, and develop appropriate industry to suit ourselves, thus form the
competitiveness for the industry, for the city and for the area.

1. Utilizing resource endowment to accelerate industrial structure adjustment. The resource endowment of a
city is an important determinant of its industry development. Making full use of resource endowments will not
only bring a harmonious coexistence between man and nature, but can also improve a city’s competitiveness
and promote urbanization progress.

In 2004, we gave full play to the coastal resources and strong industrial base, and implemented all area
planning of key industries. We launched the “One Island and Ten Areas” plan including establishing Changxing
Island Port Industrial Area, Huayuankou Economic Area; we organized large manufacturing companies to move
to the three northern cities orderly and implement cycling economy pattern during relocation. Meanwhile, we
further expanded urban space, unified and balanced urban and rural development, accelerated urbanization
progress.

In 2007, we launched the construction of “Two Zones and One Belt” in a bid to promote ship building and
equipment manufacturing sector. Based on the Dayao Bay Port, Dalian Automobile Yard and Bonded Port, we
have encouraged the port area industry clusters of automobile and NC machine tools. Based on Dalian Bay
deep water route, we have built port area industry clusters of heavy machinery and large equipment
manufacturing. From Changxing Island in the north, to Bohai deep water route in the south Lushun, a ship and
ocean engineering industry and supportive industry belt has taken shape and further enhanced industry
competitiveness.

Early this year, standing on a higher position, we have planned and pushed the development of coastal
economic area. We have planned the Integrated-circuit industry base, large petrochemical base and state special
steel base. With the new thoughts, we have allocated land resources optimally, integrated the former industrial
construction, rebuilt the framework and functions of the city, and finally built an internationally competitive
modern industrial base. All these have laid a solid foundation for urban sustainable development

2. Carry the transfer of world industry with our advantage.

With the acceleration of the economic globalization, the trend of cross border transfer of global industry will be
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irreversible. Some vigorous Asian-Pacific cities in the developing regions have unique geographical advantages
and natural resources, and they will be important regions that will undertake the transfer of industries and
capitals.

Over the years, we laid emphasis on exerting our advantages and improving both soft environment and hard
infrastructure, aiming to become a hot spot of a new round of domestic and international industrial transfer.
With a total investment of US$ 6 billion dollars, the Intel Project which be put into operation in 2010, making
Dalian a first-class international city of IC industry base. Backed by Dayao Bay Port and Dalian Automobile
Yard, Volkswagen FAW 300,000 engine, Volkswagen 300,000 gear box, Same Deutz production and other firms
have started operation. The area is becoming one of the key automobile engine and parts bases in China. Along
the Bohai Sea, shipbuilding plants such as STX, IMC Group, COSCO shipbuilding have settled. The estimated
building capacity will be 11 million tons, accounting for 20% of the world’s total by 2012. Dalian will be a
world class shipbuilding base. Logistics firms as well, Prologis, Itochu and OLL have entered Dalian. The
Dayao Bay Bonded Area is becoming a paradise for modern logistics. All our measures have accumulated
energy for the city’s future growth and helped Dalian position itself with strong support.

3. Create a new champion city standing at the front of our era.
Growing high tech industry is the target of every nation. Software and information industry is value added,
pollution free, low energy consuming. It is sought after by global cities. Dalian has identified the goal of
building global software and servicing outsourcing new champion city. To reach the goal, we accelerated
construction of the parks, and provided a series of methods for training of higher end talents.

Since 1998, started from scratch, Dalian’s software industry has become a successful industry. It is now a center
of software and information in northeast Asia, an outsourcing service center to Japan, and a state model base of
software industry. 30 world’s top 500 have gathered in the software and high tech park. Native software
companies reach 271. Companies like Neusoft, DHC, Hisoft have ranked top 3 in national software and service
export business. It is estimated that in 2008, annual sales will reach RMB 10 billion yuan, of which $ 600
million dollars are outsourcing for foreign countries.

Along the Lushun south road industry belt, there are 522

software and service enterprises, among which 22 employ staff over 1,000.

Right now, we are making further preferential policies and optimizing the climate to support a group of
companies and to push the growth in both outsourcing and innovative development. Our goal is by 2012, we
will attract 2,000 software firms, with five of them hiring 10,000 employees each, and ten of them hiring 5000
employees each. The total industry sector jobs will reach 200,000, annual sales breaking RMB 70 billion. We
will build the largest software and service outsourcing industry cluster in China, its industry maturity and
competitiveness will rank 1st in China.

By 2017, we assume the industry scale and comprehensive strength will catch the leading edge of the world,
and Dalian shall march towards the goal of China’s Silicon Valley. We will enhance the anti-risk capacity and
sustained development force, providing key support to city’s growth, and facilitate Dalian to move to the new
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leader of the world.

Ladies and gentlemen, with the deepening of globalization, Dalian will become a key spot for development in
northeast Asian and Asian-Pacific area. We are committed to the construction of the international shipping
center, to the support of merging and growth of other cities in Asia Pacific as always, playing the role as a new
leader, and shouldering more responsibilities in the Asian-Pacific area.

Here, I would like to sincerely wish all our cities have broad cooperation on a wider range and higher level.
Let’s work hand in hand, develop jointly, benefit and win mutually and create a great future for Asia Pacific
region.

Thank you.

                
Notes㧦
Ԙwww.people.com.cn, Aug 20th, 2008

ԙThe Eco-construction and Yuxi Eco-city, Jan 9th 2006, author: Xiao Han, P.H.D of China Science Academy

Ԛ Speech by Cai Yihong, Managing Editor of Urbanization, and

Secretary of China Association for

International Urbanization Development Strategy Research, at the Summit of China Urbanization Progress
Strategic Pattern Discussion, April 21,2008,

ԛ China National Strength Report( Urbanization of China after Per Capita GDP Exceeds $1000)㧘Dec 18th,
2007
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(2) Congratulatory Address by Guest
Mr. Li Jianping
Vice President of CPAFFC
Distinguished Mayor Xia Deren;
Distinguished guests of the 8th Asian Pacific City Summit;
Ladies and Gentlemen:
On the occasion of the 8th Asian Pacific City Summit held in the beautiful city of Dalian, on behalf of China
People’s Association for Friendship with Foreign Countries and on behalf of China International Sister Cities
Federation, I would like to extend my warm congratulation to Mayor Xia Deren and all leaders of the member
cities!

2008 is an unusual year for China. One is the just completed Olympic Games. It was not only a sport gala, but
also a big platform for Chinese to have friendly exchanges with people from other parts of the world. Its
success has demonstrated our resolution and sincere wish to pursue peace, cooperation, friendship and
development together with the world.

Another big event in 2008 is that we are celebrating our 30th anniversary of China’s opening up and reform. In
the past 30 years, China’s economy, politics, culture and social development has made huge achievements. The
GDP in 2007 was over 24.66 trillion yuan, compared to 364.5 billion yuan in 1978, average increase rate was
9.7%, 60 times over 1978. The national import and export volume also increased 100 times in the past 30 years.
The urban and rural resident deposit increased 700 times, creating a world miracle in economy.

Worth to point out, the city of Dalian is a successful model and mirror of our country’s reform and opening up.
It has taken the opening economy as a priority, and has continuously been promoting the opening level. Urban
construction grew fast and the city took on a new look. The living standard for people was greatly improved.
Dalian city itself won many awards such as the Best Tourist City, City of Habitat, City of Shipping and City of
Port. Despite those accomplishments, the people of Dalian lay their eyes on a higher target, trying to build a
better city with their solid efforts and open mind.

At such as historic moment, Dalian, together with leaders from 36 member cities of Asian Pacific area, are
discussing the future of our region in economy, social and cultural development. It is a meaning event.

Mayors of the member cities, I am sure you all have many words to say about a city’s environment, resources,
culture and industry paradigm since you have deep understanding through your management career. I sincerely
wish you benefit from this Summit, make friends and learn from each other to acquire some precious
experience and some insights. I wish you would turn the fruit of this Summit into specific measures to build
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your city and help your citizens. Creating a new era for innovative, cooperative and growing cities are desirable
with all our efforts.

China is right in the process of mass urbanization. According to statistics, by the end of 2007, the coverage of
urban area reached 44.9%. Total number of cities has reached 656. Therefore, exchanges and cooperation
between cities have become vital to national diplomatic relations. Through 35 years of efforts, our cities have
established 1,500 sister city relation with foreign cities and provinces. China People’s Association for
Friendship with Foreign Countries, entrusted by the State Council to manage the partnerships, will always
support foreign cities and mayors to conduct exchanges with Chinese cities. One World, One Dream. Let’s
work hand in hand and make our contribution together for building a sustainable, peaceful, prosperous and
harmonious world!

I wish the Summit a success! Thank you.

Mrs. Han Myeong-sook,
Former Prime Minister of Republic of Korea
Not Long ago, the world just witnessed the success of Beijing Olympic Games. It turned a thousand-year dream
into reality and it was a pride for not only the Chinese people, but also for all the people of Asia. Here I would
like to pay respects to our Chinese friends once again. Your efforts have made the Olympic Games a grand
ceremony in human history.
Still touched by this impact, I am honored to attend the 8th Asian-Pacific City Summit in Dalian, a city well
known for its rich history and culture, clean and secure environment.

As for myself, I worked for ten years during the presidency of Mr. Kim Dae-Jung and Mr. Roh Moo-hyun as
Minister of Gender Equality, Minister of Environment, and the Prime Minister. My experience makes me care
more than anyone the importance of the development of northeast Asia and mutual exchanges. Therefore, the
opportunity today appears extremely special.

A city in the 21st century is not an isolated place. It is a stage where multi-races, multi-cultures and
multi-industries coexist, exchange and communicate with each other.

The growth in technology and telecommunication has enabled cities on the globe to connect closely. Once we
turn on our computer, we can see and hear stories on the other side of the world. Like Seoul and Dalian, an
hour’s time difference, the distance between county and country, city and city, people and people, has greatly
been shortened.
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As the boundary between city and regions become less meaningful, China’s problem is becoming Korea’s
problem, and Korea’s problem becomes both China’s problem, and the Asia-Pacific’s problem.

Therefore, we should take a more frank and open attitude to listen to each other and explore common blueprint
and plans. This would not only be the problem for leaders to solve, but also be a contemporary topic for any
leader, scholar, business entity and citizen in the world to face and make efforts with.

The economy in Asia Pacific has achieved enormous growth and unprecedented success. Asia-Pacific area is
the new center for world economy in the 21st century. Meanwhile, the Area is also confronted with and trying
to come up with measures to solve issues in population inflow, environment, and class conflicts brought by
cities’ brought by cities’ quick expansion.

The purpose of Asian-Pacific City Summit has also been to solve these problems. Since its first meeting in
Fukuoka in 1994, this is the eighth year. From Fukuoka to Guangzhou (China), Busan (Korea), Bangkok
(Thailand), Urumqi (China), the Summit had been held in every two years in five cities, four countries. On
those summit meetings, we have had serious discussions and exchanges through which we strengthened
contacts and seek mutual development.

Dalian, the host city of the 8th Summit, is a metropolitan of 6 million populations. As the international shipping
center in northeast Asia, it has built lines with over 300 ports in 160 countries and regions. It is not only a city
of China, but also growing into a city representing Asia and the world.

And it is not just for Dalian. All countries and regions that our members belong are experiencing similar
changes and growth. Therefore, the Summit has become more meaningful.

The theme of this Summit is “Asian-Pacific Champion Cities – New Thoughts on Environment, Resources,
Culture and Industry”. The agenda of this Summit will include meetings, speeches and events attended by
member cities, VIPs, scholars and leaders from the world.

It is my wish that this Summit will not only provide a platform for the 26 member cities in Asia Pacific, but for
all countries, regions and their people in the region to benefit, prosper and create a brand new future.

Last, I would like to thank the organization staff of the Summit and the Dalian Municipality for giving me this
chance to share with everyone with this meaningful conference. Particularly, I would like to thank Mr. Bo Xilai,
the Party Secretary of CPC Chongqing Committee, for his great support to this Summit. Mr. Bo has devoted
himself to the construction of Dalian, and has given big influence to the Sino-Korea friendly relationship,
especially, the fashion industry of Korea. Please allow me to take this chance to express our gratitude to him.

Thanks everyone.
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(3) Keynote Speaker Profiles
1. Mr. John Howkins
As a leading figure in the global development of the creative economy, John Howkins is the Chairman of ITR
Consultants and John Howkins & Co, BOP Consultants Co. He is also the inspector general of Shanghai Creative
Industries Association. John Howkins is a leading figure in the global development of new ideas.
His book, ̌The Creative Economy̍, published in 2001, was the first account of the new economy. Thereafter, he
provides consultation to a number of global corporations, international organisations, governments, and enterprises.
Currently, He is a visiting professor at Shanghai School of Creativity, China, and Lincoln University, England. He is also
the adviser to Shanghai Creative Industries and Shanghai Creative Industry Centre. John Howkins’s ITR office is a
member of the International Creative Industries Alliance of Beijing. He is the Director of the Adelphi Charter on
Creativity, Innovation and Intellectual Property. He devised the London Intellectual Property Advisory Service now
called Own It.
He is a Director of HandMade plc, a films and rights owner listed on London’s AIM market, and Hotbed Media Ltd. His
business career has been spent in TV, film, digital media and publishing. As a Director of ITR & Co, John has advised
ABC, BBC, CBS, European Commission, IBM, News Corp, NHK, RAI, Shanghai Creative Industries Association, Sky
TV, Sony, Time Warner, Universal Studios and other clients. He has worked in over 30 countries including Australia,
Canada, China, France, Greece, India, Italy, Japan, Poland, Singapore, UK and USA.
He was associated with HBO Inc and Time Warner Inc from 1982 to1996 with responsibilities for TV businesses in
Europe. He is Deputy Chairman of the British Screen Advisory Council (BSAC), and a Member of the United Nations
Advisory Committee on the Creative Economy. He is the former Chairman of London Film School and Executive
Director of the International Institute of Communications (IIC).He is vice Chairman of the Association of Independent
Producers.
2. Mr. Nagata ToyoOmi
EDUCATION
1962 B.A., Ritsumeikan University
1965 M.A., in American History, Ritsumeikan University
1993 Doctorate in Literature, Ritsumeikan University
EXPERIENCE
(Ritsumeikan University)
1965-1970 Research Assistant, History Department, Faculty of Letters, Ritsumeikan University
1970-1979 Associate Professor, Faculty of Letters, Ritsumeikan University
1979- Professor, Faculty of Letters, Ritsumeikan University
1993-1997 Dean, Faculty of Letters, Ritsumeikan University
1997-1998 Vice Chancellor, The Ritsumeikan Trust
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Vice President, Ritsumeikan University
1999-2006 Chancellor, The Ritsumeikan Trust
President, Ritsumeikan University
2007- Chairperson of the Board of Trustees, The Ritsumeikan Trust
(Other Universities)
1974-1976 Fellow of the American Council of Learned Societies (ACLS), Princeton University
1984-1985 Senior Fulbright Scholar, Columbia University and the Graduate Center of New York City University
1988-1989 Senior Fellow of the American Council of Learned Societies (ACLS), the New School for Social Research
̪ About the content of keynote speeches, Asian-Pacific City Summit Secretariat will post scripts on our website.
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(4) Speech by Mayor of Fukuoka City
Mr. YOSHIDA Hiroshi
Mayor of Fukuoka City
At the outset, I would like to express my heartfelt congratulation to Dalian City on successfully hosting the 8th
Asian-Pacific City Summit with participation from numerous cities in Europe and North America as well as the
Asia-Pacific region.

It gives me great honor to say a few words as the Mayor of Fukuoka City, which made a

proposal of initiating this summit, and serves as its secretariat.

I would also like to take this opportunity to

express my deepest gratitude to the Honorable Xia Deren, the Mayor of Dalian City, and its people for their
tireless efforts in organizing this year’s summit.

This summit was inaugurated in 1994 with the aim to build a working network among participating cities for
jointly solving urban problems resulting from rapid economic growth, through discussions amongst the mayors
of the Asia-Pacific region.
This region has continued to develop rapidly in the 21st century, which has also caused environmental
challenges.

In this respect, I believe that this year’s main theme, “Asian – Pacific Champion Cities– New

Thoughts on Environment, Resources, Culture and Industry” is very timely.

The entire world strongly hopes

that the Asia-Pacific region will maintain its dynamic momentum and make a great contribution to world
prosperity.
Since 2006, the secretariat has been moved to the Fukuoka Asian Urban Research Center, which as the city’s
think tank, has taken various initiatives for further development of the summit’s projects.
Dalian Municipal Peoplẻs Government and citizens of Fukuoka City will jointly provide a workshop during
the summit. The workshop is to share know-how of community development for enhancing the charm of a city.
This workshop is a collaborative effort of the government-private sectors beyond national borders as well as of
the respective governments.
Bangkok last year.
by the summit.

This year marks the second anniversary of this joint project which took place in

I believe that the workshop is one of the successful inter-city network projects undertaken

You will hear more about it from the secretariat later.

This year, Dalian City has made a decisive step in reaching out and inviting not only the member cities, but
other cities which are interested in the Asia Pacific region.

It is my earnest hope that such a wide attendance

will help cities share information concerning innovative solutions of urban problems, and expand the existing
inter-city network during the summit.
Last but not least, I sincerely hope that the 8th Asian-Pacific City Summit will be a great success.

I would

also like to wish Mayor Xia and the people of Dalian City good health as well as continued development of all
participating cities.
Thank you.
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(5) The 8th Asian-Pacific City Summit Secretariat Action Report
Mr. Takeshi Chishaki
Director General, Fukuoka Asian Urban Research Center
Fukuoka Asian Urban Research Center has been serving as the secretariat of the Asian-Pacific City Summit
with Fukuoka City since 2006.
At the previous Summit in Urumqi, Mayor of Fukuoka City suggested enhancement of the function of the
future Summit, and it was agreed upon by member cities. Therefore, we are working on to implement the
proposal. Today, I would like to introduce you some of our activities.

First of all, we began our work by listening to our members. We visited 23 cities mentioned here and had
interviews. For those cities which we could not visit, we interviewed by sending questionnaires. By doing so,
we could have fruitful opinion exchange concerning our needs, seeds, and operational management of
Asian-Pacific City Summit.

As a result of our interviews, we found out 4 main themes that our member cities ask for the Summit.
1. Education for Environmental Preservation. We have received this request from many cities, especially
Southeast Asian cites.
2. Town Beautification. This includes various issues such as citizens’ love towards their city, cleanup activity
by citizens, and landscape.
3. Promotion of public participation. It includes our response to environmental issues which I have
mentioned and also utilization of various organizations such as NGO.
4. Waste disposal. In many Asian cities, landfill is the major measurement for waste disposal, and those cities
have environmental problems such as offensive odors, water and soil pollution.

According to those 4 major themes, we asked City of Kitakyushu to host the 7th Working Level Conference in
July 2007. Main theme was: “Urban Charm – Building a Beautiful City by Residents”. And under that theme
we had 3 sub-sessions.
 Session 1: 3R (Reduce, Reuse, Recycle) Progress through Environmental Education
 Session 2: Structure of a Sustainable 3R program and Environmental Business
 Session 3: Creating a Beautiful City – Reviving the Downtown Area and the Role of Government and
Citizens

City of Kitakyushu which was our host for the conference is the world’s most advanced city in the area of
environment. That made our session 1 and 2 fruitful. According to the questionnaire we received from
participants, more than 70% answered that sessions were helpful for their city administration and around 10%
answered that they actually wanted to introduce what they have learnt to the city policies.
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In session 3, there was a presentation of area management by public-private partnership in Fukuoka and we also
had a workshop related to the presentation.

As APCS study tour, we visited Kitakyushu‘s Eco Town, Yaskawa Electric Co. and Kitakyushu Environment
Museum. Those are world’s advanced spots and I am sure participants enjoyed the tour.

The day 3, we had APCS Collaborative Study Tour with a theme “Beautiful Downtown and Citizen
Participation” in Fukuoka City. It was a set program with the session 3 of the working level conference. The
workshop is called “APCS Street Charm Hunting Workshop 1”. As you can see from the pictures, with local
citizens, we observed the city planning activities by citizens.

It is not directly related, however, UN-Habitat Fukuoka Office held “Asian City Journalist Conference”.
Participants are journalists of major newspaper company from our member cities.
11 journalists from Thailand, Indonesia, Singapore, Vietnam, Philippines, Malaysia, China, South Korea and
Japan were there. They also attended whole program of our working level conference and at the journalist
conference, they exchanged their opinions.

Many of those journalists went back to their country and wrote articles. In that way the result of the
Asian-Pacific City Summit has known to many people in many countries. It was very fruitful.
Our secretariat conducted questionnaire at the working level conference concerning these projects. And then we
analyzed and assessed questionnaires.

In November 2007, in order to think future Summit, we held our second related project, “Asian-Pacific City
Network Forum”. It was a forum which we invited experts from organizations that promotes city to city
networking in Asian-Pacific area. Experts from international organizations such as World Bank and United
Nations, United Cities and Local Governments (UCLG), CITYNET, Korean 2 networks and organizations in
Kitakyushu City and Fukuoka City gathered in a hall.

At the forum, some people pointed out urban issues such as environmental problems, intercity exchange,
poverty, waste management and water problems. Those issues occurred because of rapid urbanization and in
order to deal with them, the role of cities will become increasingly important.

However, in order to address these urban issues, single city or single network will not be able to handle. So
organizations have to actively exchange information and strengthen cooperation with each other. At the end of
the forum we promised further cooperation.

These are the report on working level conference and 2 related projects we had.

In December 2007, we had “APCS Street Charm Hunting Workshop 2” in Bangkok, Thailand, which is also one
of our member cities. We named the workshop as “Workshop for the promotion of public involvement in
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MACHIZUKURI”. Citizens from both Bangkok and Fukuoka had a lecture, walked the CBD area, and
experienced workshop using photos. We could change opinions from totally different perspective of traditional
administrative position and local residents. We expect that this result will be useful for future city planning.

Apart from these projects, we have conducted surveys and researches on intercity networks and urban functions
of Asian cities by using our functions as a think tank. We also conducted researches related to Asian-Pacific
City Summit by exchanging information with world’s major cities. You can download some reports of those
researches from our website, so please visit our home page.

These are our activities in the past 2 years. Alongside this Dalian Summit, we are planning to have “APCS
Street Charm Hunting Workshop 3”. In Dalian which experiencing dramatic development, we are going to have
a citizen participation workshop called ̌Creating New Value̍. We would like to promote city planning which
can respond to the demands of the times. If you are interested in the workshop, I would recommend to check it
out.

These are the report from secretariat. On a final note, we have participants from 36 local governments. About
the host city for the next summit, the secretariat will announce as soon as it is confirmed.

I would like to thank you most warmly for your participation in such a busy season.
I would also like to express my gratitude to City of Dalian, our host, for their hard work.

Thank you very much for your attention.
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APCS Street Charm Hunting Workshop 㸉

“Creating NEW VALUE”

2.

Sub-sessions

(1) BUSAN
Busan Civic Park Construction Project
Mr. Jeong Lakhyeong
Deputy Mayor for Political Affairs, Busan Metropolitan City
1. Background
A series of humiliating memories are engraved in the land slated as the site for construction of Busan Civic Park.
It used to be a military post for the US armed forces following the end of Japanese rule. Although the newly
planned civic park will serve as a reminder of the past pain and suffering of Busan’s citizens, it will also provide
an opportunity for Busan to design a brand new future. Taking the importance of this open space in the center of
the city into account, the city of Busan has decided to construct a civic park, a landmark which will rival Central
Park in New York.

2. Future Directions
The park is intended to become a landmark for internationally recognized metropolitan Busan, for the future, for
all people, for the bridging of cultures, and for the revival of Busan’s urban center. The park will be developed
along the three themes of culture, art and commerce.

3. Design Concept
The integration of change and history will generate new possibilities for the use of this new space. “Flow,
Connectivity and Accumulation” will be its main features. The five sub-themes of the space will be “Memory,
Culture, Pleasure, Nature and Participation”

4. General Concept
Based on the master plan for Korea, this park, which integrates the landscape of Busan with a Korean-style
rippling wave pattern, is designed to provide a space for outdoor activities.

5. Construction Plan
Busan Civic Park will provide a beautiful landscape. A promenade is to be laid out in accordance with its
sub-theme, which takes the ecosystem into account. The land will be leveled so that its water system will flow
smoothly. Main facilities will be connected to each other by an underground passage, which will bring a sense of
unity to the facilities across the park. Park facilities will include a movie theater, an art museum, and a history
museum, and will serve as the cultural centers of the park. The park, which reflects its sub-theme, will help
Busan’s residents overcome their painful past, and will provide them with peace of mind
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6. Implementation and Financing
We have encouraged residents to participate in our program as volunteers. We have been working together with
experts and relevant institutions, though planning and development is mainly under the charge of the city
government. Funds for design and construction will be provided by the city government, while the costs of land
purchases and infrastructure will be borne by the central government. The underground space development will be
funded by the private sector

7. Expected Effects
Busan Civic Park will not only help boost the local economy, but will also renew the image of the city in terms of
its citizens’ lives and the functions of the city.

8. Conclusion
With the completion of this project in 2015, Busan will be reborn as a city with a world-class civic park.
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ALLUVIUM

ALLUVIUM

A new public park for the 21st Century where the positive
energy of the citizens can flow and flourish freely.

A new public park for the 21st Century where the positive
energy of the citizens can flow and flourish freely.
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(2) GWANGYANG
Responsibility and Cooperation between Major Cities
in the Asia-Pacific Region
Mr. Lee Sung-woong
Mayor of Gwangyang City
Since the 1990s, the world has entered an era of competition that transcends national boundaries, and many
economic blocs have been formed. The Asia-Pacific region is blessed with some of the greatest diversity of all
such blocs. At a time when the world faces common challenges such as the environment, energy issues and the
financial crisis, the steady growth of the Asia-Pacific region and sharing of responsibilities and cooperation
between the region’s cities are especially vital. As a port, the City of Gwangyang believes that cooperation
between port cities is vital.

Gwangyang Port, a major port in the center of Northeast Asia, is expected to become the 10th largest port in the
world by 2020 in terms of size and capacity, with its container handling capacity being 12.45 million TEUs.
However, the city is faced with the harsh reality of fierce competition. In order to secure continued mutual
prosperity among port cities in the region, each of them needs to search for a way to achieve symbiosis based on
cooperation and role-sharing.

Through the conclusion of the International City Friendship Agreement with Dalian and other cities, the signing of
the MOU for cooperation with Taicang Port of Suchou, and the building of a cooperation network with Xiamen
Port, the City of Gwanyang has been making multilateral efforts to vitalize interactions with other port cities.
Furthermore, by making the most of its geographic advantage, the city has constructed a dynamic logistics system
that connects the east coast of China to the west coast of the United States.

Mutual prosperity for the region based on collaborative relationships has been highlighted due to growing
cooperation and trade between ports in the Asia-Pacific region, including the growing interactions between major
ports in Northeast Asia and their counterparts in Southeast Asia. City to city cooperation in the Asia-Pacific region
has been observed in a variety of fields, including politics, economics, culture, the environment and energy. It is
to be hoped that specialists in each field will work together to build specific and feasible plans, so that everlasting
cooperative relationships and friendship in the Asia-Pacific region will be forged.
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(3) GUANGZHOU
Revival of a Historic District
Xin He Pu Historic District Conservation and Renovation Project
Ms. Li Yi Zhong
Vice President, Design Office, Guangzhou Urban Planning Bureau
Guangzhou boasts a 2222–year history, dating back to 214 BC (the 33rd year of Emperor Qinshihuang) when it
was built as Renxiao City. It was also the ancient capital of the three Ling Dynasties. History has left Guangzhou
with an abundance of historic sites and a splendid culture. Furthermore, it was the starting city of the famous
“Maritime Silk Road” of ancient China that leads to Europe and other Asian countries. These maps reflect the
urban development and construction of Guangzhou from 1900 to 1998. One of the 24 most famous historic and
cultural cities in China, Guangzhou has 219 historic sites at the national, provincial and municipal level.

Guangzhou has designated an historic urban area of about 20 square km in the city center, including 22 historic
sites, and has conducted proactive conservation and renovation efforts. Of these, the Xin He Pu Historic District
is located in Guangzhou’s central Yuexiu District. It is currently the largest preserved, low-rise, traditional
courtyard residential complex and historic district in Guangzhou City, and it integrates both Chinese and Western
features.

The noted Garden Houses are mainly concentrated in the Xin He Pu area. Most buildings in this area were
constructed in the 1920s and 30s, mainly for residential purposes. They are characterized by red brick walls,
exposed aggregate finishes and western architectural styles. Dongshan District used to be a suburb of Guangzhou
during the Qing Dynasty. According to records, the opening of the Guangzhou-Kowloon railway was followed by
a boom in house construction for foreigners and wealthy local residents who built their homes in Dongshan
District. This drove up land prices, and the whole area flourished. Today, some of these buildings have been
removed while others still exist with a renovated appearance.

The Xin He Pu Residential Complex is an example of a large-scale new-style residential community and an
important sign of multiculturalism in modern Guangzhou. In June 2000, the Guangzhou Municipal Government
recognized it as one of the first Historic Districts to be conserved through the formation of conservation planning.
Xin He Pu boasts abundant historic resources with one provincial historic site and 485 historic buildings. The
crucial goal is to preserve the historic heritage while promoting social and economic development and improving
the living environment.
This can be summarized in the following four points:

(1) Conserving the overall historic features that reflect the characteristics of the Xin He Pu area.
(2) Coordinating conservation and development while balancing historic conservation, social progress,
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economic development and improvement of the living environment, and conducting reasonable
development and utilization.
(3) Observing the principles of restoration of original appearance and preservation of original materials in
conservation and renovation.
(4) Decentralizing the population as much as possible and forbidding any additional or new building
construction.

The major contents and implementation measures of the Xin He Pu conservation plan are:

1. Define the conservation scope, classify building types by their conservation value, and propose
conservation requirements

2. An effective conservation control system is proposed to better preserve the overall features of the area and
to meanwhile maintain the individual characteristics of each preserved building, thus facilitating planning
administration and implementation.

3. Importance has been attached to the feasibility of the planning and the effectiveness of conservation
measures while the Xin He Pu Conservation Plan is being integrated into the urban planning administrative
information platform of Guangzhou. This is to strengthen daily planning administration and to enhance the
control and rationale of effective implementation.

4. A micro-circulation renovation mechanism featuring a step-by-step process, partial renovation and change
shall facilitate the organic renovation of the Xin He Pu area
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Guangzhou is known as a historic city where
China meets the West.
Guangzhou boasts a history of 2222 years
dated back from 214 BC (the 33rd year of
Emperor Qinshihuang) when “Renxiao City”
was built.
Guangzhou is the home to the ancient capital
of three dynasties of Ling Nan (Nanyue
Kingdom, Nanhan Kingdom and Nanming
Kingdom). The history has left Guangzhou lots
of historic sites and splendid culture.
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Guangzhou is a famous and unfailing
city of foreign trade. It is the starting
city of the famous “Maritime Silk Road”
of ancient China that leads to Europe
and other Asian countries.

The city site remains unchanged basically though Guangzhou City has kept expanding
through more than 2,000 years. The city center still remains in the area of the current
Beijing Road and Guangwei Road of Yuexiu District.
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Schematic Diagram of the Maritime Silk Road
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City site evolution map of Guangzhou
through the ages
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Guangzhou City in Qing Dynasty
built in the city site of Qin Dynasty
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As one of the first 24 famous historic cities
in China, Guangzhou has 219 historic sites
of the national, provincial and municipal
level.
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The urban development and construction of Guangzhou from
1900 (last years of Qing Dynasty) to 1998
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Guangzhou has designated the historic
urban area of about 20 square km in the
central city area and 22 historic districts in
the historic urban area, and conducted
proactive conservation and renewal efforts.

Xin He Pu Historic District is located in
Guangzhou’s central Yuexiu District
(formerly Dongshan District). It is the
currently preserved largest low-rise
courtyard traditional residential complex
and historic district in Guangzhou City that
integrates both Chinese and western
features.
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Location Map of Xin He Pu Historic District

Distribution of historic urban area and historic district
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It is an old saying in Guangzhou that the
wealthy live in Xiguan while the potentates
live in Dongshan. The so-called Dongshan
Garden Houses are mainly concentrated in
Xin He Pu area. Most buildings in this area
were built in 1920s and 1930s mainly for
residential purpose and characterized by
red-brick wall, exposed aggregate finish and
western architectural style.
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Dongshan District used to be
Guangzhou’s suburb area in Qing
Dynasty. It is recorded that ever since the
opening of Guangzhou-Kowloon railway in
the 3rd year of Emperor Xuantong (1911),
the foreign and local wealthy people built
their residences in Dongshan District and
made the land price in this area more and
more expensive and the whole area more
and more flourishing.
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ᮄ⊇⌺
Xin He Pu

In the beginning of Republic of China,
many overseas Chinese remitted money
back home to build their residences,
which were also concentrated in Xin He
Pu area of Dongshan district.

ᑈҷⱘᑓᎲഄ
Guangzhou Map of 1930s

ᑈҷⱘ䘉ು
Kui Yuan of 1920s
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Several renowned elites of the
Communist Party of China (CPC) and Kuo
Min Tang (KMT) used to live Xin He Pu,
such as Mao Zedong and Liao Zhongkai.
This area also witnessed some important
historical events such as the 3rd Congress
of CPC. Nowadays, some of these
buildings have been removed while some
still exist with new look.
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The 3rd CPC document: <Resolution about the
National Movement and KMT>

Xin He Pu Residential Complex is an
example of large-scale new-style
residential community built by modern
Chinese people, and an important
evidence of multi-culture in modern
Guangzhou. It was recognized as one of
the first Historic Districts by Guangzhou
Municipal Government in June, 2000 to
be conserved through the formulation of
conservation planning.
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Master Plan of Xin He Pu Conservation Plan
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Site of the 3rd CPC National Congress
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Xin He Pu has Dongshankou
commercial area to the north,
Dongshanhu Park to the south,
Wuyang New Town to the Northeast
and residential areas such as Dong Hu
Xin Cun to the west and southwest.
Currently, this area is densely
inhabited with a population of 25,000
residents.

The scope of Xin He Pu Historic
District begins in the east from Dadao
Road and ends at Junyi Road in the
west, with Donghua East Road, Xin He
Pu Canal and Donghu Park to its
South and Miao Qian Xi Jie, Miao Qian
Zhi Jie, Sibeitongjin and Guangzhou
Railway Bureau site to its north, with a
total site area of 62.9 hectares.

ᮄ⊇⌺㟾⠛
Aerial photo of Xin He Pu

ᮄ⊇⌺⦄⢊ᓎ䆒
Existing Construction Diagram of Xin He Pu
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Xin He Pu boasts abundant historic and
cultural resources with one provincial
historic site (Site of the 3rd CPC Congress)
and seven municipal historic sites.



Besides the above-said eight historic sites,
there are 485 historic buildings in the area.
Among them 401 are preserved intact and
84 require renovation and maintenance.

⦄⢊ग़᭛࣪䌘⑤ߚᏗ
Distribution plan of existing historic resources
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The main conception of Xin He Pu conservation plan

Major contents and implementation measures of Xin He Pu conservation plan
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To conserve the overall planning pattern of the original Historic District, restore its
characteristics of historic and cultural views, coordinate the historic features of this area
and preserve its historic value. Four aspects are stressed in particular:
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Conservation Scope Division Map
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(2) Classification of building conservation


⦃๗ण䇗ऎ Environment coordination area

Major contents and implementation measures of Xin He Pu conservation plan
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Core area, Construction control area䋬
Environment coordination area

Different spatial zones correspond to the
respective planning and management
policies such as the policies on building
height and street & lane conservation.
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Major contents and implementation measures of Xin He Pu conservation plan


(1) Definition of conservation scope
Xin He Pu Historic District
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1䇮Define the conservation scope, classify
building types as per the conservation
value, and propose conservation
requirements


䋨1䋩 Conserve the overall historic features that can reflect the characteristics of Xin He Pu area.
䋨2䋩Coordinate the conservation and development, balance the historic conservation, social progress, economic
development and improvement of living environment, and conduct reasonable development and utilization.
䋨3䋩Observe the principles of “restoring to original appearance” and “preserving the original” in conservation and
renovation.
䋨4䋩Decentralize the population as much as possible and forbid any additional or new building construction.

Ḍᖗഄ↉
Core area
ᓎ䆒ࠊഄऎ
Construction control area
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(2) Classification of building conservation


All buildings in Xin He Pu are classified into two categories
according to the conservation value, i.e. historic buildings
and non-historic buildings, which are further divided into 5
sub-categories. Among them, Historic buildings are divided
into 3 sub-categories:
Type A: Buildings of historic sites: the original appearance
cannot be changed. Surveying and mapping shall be
carefully done before restoration. The process of
restoration shall observe the “reversible” principle and
restore to the original appearance.
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Historic buildings are divided into 3 sub-categories:
Type B䋺Buildings of conservation: such buildings will
mainly be maintained and renovated. The original layout
and traditional architectural form must be maintained. The
exterior appearance shall be reserved while the interior can
be renovated with modern facilities.

$㉏˖᭛⠽㉏ᓎㄥ
Type A˖Buildings of historic sites
%㉏˖ֱᡸ㉏ᓎㄥ
Type B˖Buildings of conservation
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Major contents and implementation measures of Xin He Pu conservation plan
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(2) Classification of building conservation


Major contents and implementation measures of Xin He Pu conservation plan


Historic buildings are divided into 3 sub-categories:
Type C: Buildings of improvement: renovation or
reconstruction can be done to adapt to modern lifestyle
while the reconstructed building must maintain the original
layout and traditional architectural form.

䴲ग़ֱᡸᓎㄥߚЎϸ㉏˖
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(2) Classification of building
conservation





Non-historic buildings are further
divided into 2 sub-categories:
Type D: Reserved buildings
Type E䋺Buildings for renewal.

'㉏˖ֱ⬭㉏ᓎㄥ
Type D˖Reserved buildings
&㉏˖ᬍ㉏ᓎㄥ
Type C˖Buildings of improvement
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(㉏˖ᮄ㉏ᓎㄥ
Type E˖Buildings for renewal
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Major contents and implementation measures of Xin He Pu conservation plan

Major contents and implementation measures of Xin He Pu conservation plan
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2䇮An effective conservation control system is
proposed to better preserve the overall
features of the area and meantime maintain
the individual characteristics of each
conserved building, and thus to facilitate the
planning administration and implementation.







From the conservation of overall historic features, the
general rules for each conservation element have been
proposed.
The conservation plan has been prepared and the
specific conservation regulation has been proposed for
each building.

ᓎㄥ催ᑺࠊߚऎ
Building Height Control Zoning Plan

ֱᡸᓎㄥࠊ߭
Conserved Building Control Plan
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Major contents and implementation measures of Xin He Pu conservation plan
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)ᓎㄥׂ㔂ࠡ
Buildings F1306 Before Renovation

3䇮Importance has been attached to the
operability of the planning and effectiveness of
the conservation measures, incorporated the
conservation planning of Xin He Pu into the
integrated urban planning administrative
information platform of Guangzhou,
strengthening the daily planning administration
and enhancing the control and rationale of
implementation effectively.
ᑓᎲᏖජᏖ㾘ߦ㒳ϔㅵ⧚ֵᙃᑇৄϞⱘᮄ⊇⌺ֱᡸ㽕∖
Xin He Pu conservation requirements on the integrated
urban planning administrative information platform of
Guangzhou Urban Planning
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Buildings F1306 After Renovation
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Major contents and implementation measures of Xin He Pu conservation plan
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4䇮Implementation of micro-circulation conservation and renewal mechanism featuring stepby-step progress, partial change and dynamic concept.

ᓎㄥᭈ佄ࠡ
Buildings Before Renovation
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Buildings After Renovation
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Buildings Before Renovation
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Major contents and implementation measures of Xin He Pu conservation plan
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Buildings After Renovation



Starting from the peripheral area of
the Site of the 3rd CPC National
Congress at the core of Xin He Pu,
the conservation and renewal of Xin
He Pu are further pushed forward.



Ё݅“ϝ”Ӯഔ਼䖍ഄऎ䞛⫼ಲ฿ᗻǃ㽚Ⲫ
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䋨1䋩Pay attention to the conservation of the historic
authenticity of the historic sites


The peripheral area of the Site of the 3rd CPC National
Congress adopts the conservation method of backfill
and covering, and abandons the scheme of
“reconstruction on the site”, so as to preserve the
historic authenticity.

Ё݅“ϝ”䘫ഔ
Site of the 3rd CPC National Congress

ਛ“ਃᄢ”ળဇ
Site of the 3rd CPC
Congress

Ё݅“ϝ”ӮഔԡѢᮄ⊇⌺ⱘḌᖗԡ㕂
Site of the 3rd CPC Congress located in the core of Xin He Pu
Ё݅“ϝ”䘫ഔֱᡸ
Conservation of the Site of the
3rd CPC National Congress
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䋨2䋩Pay attention to the coordination with the surrounding environment

䋨3䋩Ӯഔֱᡸࡼ㸫ऎ᳝ᴎᮄ
 ᮄᓎ⫼Ѣ᭛⠽ग़䌘᭭ሩ㾜ⱘ“ϝ”㑾ᗉ佚Ǆ
 ׂ㔂㸫ऎⱘֱᡸᓎㄥǄ
䋨3䋩The conservation of the site drives the organic renovation of
the district

The construction of the site should run parallel with the refurbishing of the peripheral districts, and
coordinate with the residential environment, features and the building style etc. of the peripheral area,
so as to form a uniform and orderly historic and cultural district.







Build a new memorial for the 3rd CPC National Congress for historic site and
data exhibition.
Renovate the conserved buildings in the district.

ುׂ㔂ࠡ
Chun Yuan Before Renovation

ᭈ佄ৢⱘುৢ㸫
Chun Yuan Hou Jie After
Refurbishing

ᭈ佄ৢⱘᘸᄸ䰶䏃
Xu Gu Yuan Rd. After Refurbishing

ᭈ佄ৢⱘ⪺づৢ㸫
Wa Yao Hou Jie After Refurbishing

Ё݅“ϝ”㑾ᗉ佚
Memorial of the 3rd CPC National Congress
ುׂ㔂ৢ
Chun Yuan After Renovation
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䋨3䋩The conservation of the site drives the organic renovation of the district

Provide more plazas and green land, build a new large parking lot and optimize the peripheral traffic.
Attention has been paid both to the site conservation and the requirement of the district.



㸫ऎ⫳⌏⦃๗ᬍ
Improved living environment of the district
㾘ߦᮍḜ
Planning Scheme
ḌᖗऎֱᡸϢᮄᬜᵰ
Rendering for the
conservation and renewal of
the core area
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Summary of project implementation

Summary of project implementation
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њⳌ݇ᬓᑰ䚼䮼ǃ݀ӫㄝⱘᛣ
㾕ˈ㒣䖛णଚǃׂᬍᅠˈ
ᑊ䖯㸠њ݀⼎ᮄ䯏থᏗˈПৢℷ
ᓣ݀ਞᅲᮑǄ

њⳌ݇ᬓᑰ䚼䮼ǃ݀ӫㄝⱘᛣ
㾕ˈ㒣䖛णଚǃׂᬍᅠˈ
ᑊ䖯㸠њ݀⼎ᮄ䯏থᏗˈПৢℷ
ᓣ݀ਞᅲᮑǄ



In the process of formulating of the
Planning, relevant authorities and public
have been consulted for comments and
the Planning has been redrafted and
revised for several times. The final version
of the Plan Set was officially released for
implementation through public notice and
news release.



In the process of formulating of the
Planning, relevant authorities and public
have been consulted for comments and
the Planning has been redrafted and
revised for several times. The final version
of the Plan Set was officially released for
implementation through public notice and
news release.

㾘ߦᮍḜ݀⼎
Public Notice of Planning
Scheme

㾘ߦᮍḜ݀⼎
Public Notice of Planning
Scheme
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Summary of project implementation
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Since the implementation of Xin He Pu conservation and renovation efforts, favorable
results have been achieved in terms of social, environmental and economic benefits etc.

ᮄ⊇⌺ֱᡸϢᮄᅲᮑ✻⠛
Implementation photos of the conservation and renewal of Xin He Pu

ᓎㄥᭈ佄ࠡ
Buildings Before Renovation
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ᓎㄥᭈ佄ৢ
Buildings After Renovation

ᓎㄥᭈ佄ࠡ
Buildings Before Renovation

ᓎㄥᭈ佄ৢ
Buildings After Renovation

ᭈׂࠡ
Before Renovation

ᭈׂৢ
After Renovation
㸫ऎ⫳⌏⦃๗ᬍ
Improved living environment of the
district

ᭈׂࠡ
Before Renovation

ᭈׂৢ
After Renovation

㸫䘧ᭈׂࠡ
St reets Before Renovation

㸫䘧ᭈׂৢ
Street s Aft er Renov ation

㸫ऎ⫳⌏⦃๗ᬍ
Improved living environment of the
district

㸫䘧ᭈׂࠡ
St reets Before Renovation

ᮄ⊇⌺ֱᡸϢᮄᅲᮑ✻⠛
Implementation photos of the conservation and
renewal of Xin He Pu

㸫䘧ᭈׂৢ
Street s Aft er Renov ation
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End o f presentation. Tha nks!

ᮄ⊇⌺ֱᡸϢᮄᅲᮑ✻⠛
I mplementati on photos of t he c ons erv at ion and
r enew al of Xin H e Pu
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(4) KITAKYUSHU
Environmental Policies of Kitakyushu City for a Sustainable Society
Ms. Chihoko Asada
Deputy Mayor of Kitakyushu City
1. Getting Pollution under Control in Kitakyushu
Kitakyushu City, which had enjoyed prosperity as a chemical and heavy industry region, eventually
encountered serious public health problems that arose from this status. These problems were originally
brought to light by the Women’s Institute. Since then, the City of Kitakyushu has adopted a series of
measures to combat air pollution. As a result, within twenty years Kitakyushu reached historic achievements
in environmental improvements.

2. From the “Sea of Death” to International Environmental Leadership
After successfully overcoming its own pollution problems, Kitakyushu actively advanced international
cooperation in environmental protection, in order to help other Asian cities that suffer from pollution. Today,
this cooperation involves over 5,000 trainees accepted and 130 experts dispatched.
In addition, “The Construction Project of the Dalian Environmental Demonstration Region” has been
implemented between Kitakyushu and Dalian. The environment of Dalian has seen huge improvements
through this cooperation. The importance and effectiveness of cooperation between cities received high
valuations after implementation of this project. Since then, city-to-city cooperation networks have been
established to promote further international cooperation on the environment.

3. Three Threats and Key Challenges
The Japanese government faces the same problem as the city of Kitakyushu.
The three threats faced are wasted resources, global warming, and ecosystem threats. The respective
challenges are building a sound material-cycle society, achieving a low-carbon society, and natural
coexistence. I will focus on how Kitakyushu has done so far in building a sound material-cycle and a
low-carbon society.

ԘThe challenge of building a sound material-cycle society
In July 1997, in order to promote the formation of a sound material-cycle society, Kitakyushu started
construction of the Eco-Town Project. Eco –Town is the outpost of what we call venous industry, which
reuses and recycles waste collected from households and businesses. Eco-Town has an exceptional
resource circulation system, with an efficiency that is rarely seen in other parts of the world.

ԙThe challenge of building a low-carbon society
The Japanese government has approved six municipalities, including the City of Kitakyushu, as

㧙㧙

environmental model cities.
The Kitakyushu City government put forward recommendations that are composed of five pillars. These
pillars are: the conversion to a social capital stock oriented city; the construction of industrial clusters that
contribute to a low-carbon society; study and action programs equipped with a mechanism to put the
acquired knowledge of low-carbon societies into action; the creation of a more affluent society through its
development as a low-carbon society; the promotion of low-carbon societies across Asia. Kitakyushu's
Environmental Model City plan includes a total of 157 specific measures that are currently being enforced.

4. Aiming to build a world environmental capital
In October 2004, the City of Kitakyushu set the target of becoming a world environmental capital, and began
work to achieve that goal. As the grand plan, three pillars are set on a base of building affluent cities to pass
on to the next generation. These three pillars are the creation of symbiosis, the protection of the environment
for economic development, and the enhancement of the city’s sustainability. The plan aims to create win-win
situations both for the environment and the economy. Comprehensive steps have been taken by integrating
social policies ranging from those that cover the environment and the economy, to the promotion of
employment.

The implementation of the city's environmental policies has been highly acclaimed. Kitakyushu won first
place in the “Environmental Capital Contest" two years in a row. Aiming to build a world environmental
capital, we will continue to work toward the community of mutual prosperity of environment, economy and
society.
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Promotion of Environmental Cooperation
Through City-to-City Network

CityCity-toto-City Cooperation in SouthSouth-East Asia
1997

Environmental Cooperation Network of Asian Cities established

1997-2001 Seminar on CP Technologies for Small Enterprises held in Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam

Dalian Inchon
Tianjin
Ulsan
Yantai
Organization for the East Asia
Shimonoseki
ਅ㑐Ꮢ
Economic Development (2004) Qindao Pusan
Fukuoka Kitakyushu

2001-2004 River Environmental Improvement Project conducted in Semarang, Indonesia
2002

Study on appropriate waste management system conducted in Surabaya, Indonesia and
Chongqing, China

2003

Cooperation for regional environmental improvement in Cebu, the Philippines, focusing on
domestic wastewater treatment

2004

Organization for the East Asia Economic Development was established

Chongqing

2004䌾2006 Garbage composting project conducted in Surabaya, Indonesia

Batangas
Cebu

Ho Chi Minh
Penang
Island

Environmental Cooperation
Network of Asian Cities (1997)

Semarang
Surabaya

Guidance on composting at a
Indonesia

in Surabaya,
World Capital of community
Sustainable Development

City of Kitakyushu

World Capital of Sustainable Development

Guidance on monitoring technologies in
Cebu, the Philippines City of Kitakyushu
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3-1 Challenge㽲 A sound Material-Cycle Society
3-2 Challenge㽳 A Low-Carbon Society
4 Towards the “World Capital of Sustainable
Development”
The Vice Mayors of Kitakyushu and Qingdao signing an agreement
at the 2nd Japan-China Joint Forum on Energy Conservation,
Environment and Sustainable Development
(Sept.27, 2007, Great Hall of the People in Beijing)

The Mayors of Kitakyushu and Tianjin signing an agreement,
accompanied by Chinese President Hu Jintao and Japanese Prime
Minister Fukuda
(May 7, 2008, Prime Minister’s Official Residence in Tokyo)

World Capital of Sustainable Development

State of the Global Environment and
Key Challenges
Threats
- unsustainable use of resources

- climate change
- degradation of eco-system

City of Kitakyushu

1 Getting Pollution under Control in Kitakyushu

Key Challenges

2 From “Sea of Death” to International
Environmental Leadership

- a sound material-cycle society
- a low-carbon society
- a society in harmony with nature

3 Three Threats and Key Challenges
Sustainability of
the Environment

Environmental Nation Strategy
in the 21st Century, June 2007

3-1 Challenge㽲 A Sound MaterialCycle Society

Kitakyushu Basic Plan for the
Environment and Sustainable
Development, Oct. 2007

Sustainable Development
Sustainability of
Economy
World Capital of Sustainable Development

3-2 Challenge㽳 A Low-Carbon Society
4 Towards the “World Capital of Sustainable
Development”

Sustainability of
Society
City of Kitakyushu

World Capital of Sustainable Development
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Home appliance recycling project

Comprehensive Environmental Industrial
Complex, Hibiki Recycling Area

Practical Research Area
Biodegradation/Plastination
Biodegradation/Plastination
Technology for Urban Waste
Demonstration Research Facility
Kyushu Institute of Technology

Nippon Steel Corporation, Kitakyushu Environmental Technology Center
Center
Practical Research Area for
Fukuoka Research Center for
Recycling Systems

Industrial Waste Research Facility

Recycling Project for Tofu and
Other Food Residue
Styrene Foam Recycling Project

Demonstrative Research
Testing Site, Fukuoka
Research Center for
Recycling Systems,
Fukuoka Prefecture

Annex
Kitakyushu EcoEco-Town Center

2 nd Stage Planned Area

Background

Progress of Eco-Town Project

䂓1901 Government-run Yawata Steel Mill began operation

䂓Industrial plants under operation: 26

䂓1960s Faced serious environmental pollution
䊶 Experience of getting pollution under control
by multi-stakeholder engagement 㹢 “Kitakyushu Method”

Project results to date

䂓1980s ~ International environmental cooperation has been conducted
Industrial infrastructure which combines

Creation of networks of

technology/human resources/know-how

residents/businesses/government

䂓Total investment: about 60.4 billion yen
䋨City: 6.1 billion, National: 11.7 billion,

Advantage of Hibikinada area

“Resource recycling society”
Local strategies which utilize local resources

(as of Oct. 2007)

䂓Facilities on practical research: 17

䊶 Has grown up to be a material-production base for 100 years

䊶 Vast land area
䊶 Waste landfill site is available
䊶Adjacent to industrial base
䊶Hub of distribution infrastructure

Private sector: 42.6 billion䋩
䂓Employee: about 1,200 pns
including part-time workers
䂓Visitor: about 580,000 pns (1998-2007.3)

Eco-Town Project (Phase-I: 1997~; Phase-II: 2002~)

“Win-win policy for environmental, socio-economic co-benefits,” playing a leading role toward a sound material-cycle society.
World
Capital of Sustainable Development

City of Kitakyushu

(Plant)
(Operations)
According to the “Home Appliance Recycling Law,” electrical household appliances (TV sets,
refrigerators, washing machines, air-conditioners, and freezers) are dismantled and separated to a high
degree, producing quality recycled raw materials.
 Project leader: Nishinihon Kaden Recycle Corporation (Invested by Toshiba Corp., TERM Corp.,
Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd., Hitachi, Ltd., Mitsubishi Electric Corp., Sanyo Electric Co.,
Ltd., Sharp Corp., Sony Corp., and Fujitsu General Ltd.)
 Operation commenced in April 2000
 Processing capacity of approx. 750,000 per year
 Project with the eco-town subsidies of Ministry of International Trade and Industry
City of Kitakyushu

World Capital of Sustainable Development

Mutual Collaboration in Kitakyushu EcoEco-Town

Used automobile recycling project

Comprehensive
Environmental
Industrial Complex
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Paper
Paper
Mill
Mill
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Reuse
Reuse

Styrene foam

Cardboard

Wooden pallets
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#TGC

Burnable material

(Plant)
(Operations)
 Used cars are recycled with an improvement in the recycling rate and the promotion of proper
treatment of oils and CFCs, producing quality scrap by advanced technology of dismantling and
separation.
 Project leader: West Japan Auto Recycle Co., Ltd. (invested by Yoshikawa Kogyo Co., Ltd., Mitsui &
Co., Ltd., Nippon Steel Corp., Nippon Steel Transportation Co., Ltd., Kyushu Metal Industry
Company)
 Operation commenced in February 2000
 Processing capacity of 18,000 cars/year
 Project with eco-town subsidies of the Ministry of International Trade and Industry
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machine
machine

Used
Used wood
wood
Used
Used plastic
plastic
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container
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Organic
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Styrene
Styrene
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Used paper

IC board

Used plastics
Office papers

Practical Research
Area

Used paper
Steel scrap䇮Fuels

Cardboard

Second phase
project area
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Fluorescent
lights

Styrene foam
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Hibiki Recycling Complex

City of Kitakyushu
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Transforming into a Stock-Oriented City to Realize a Low-Carbon Society
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1 Getting Pollution under Control in Kitakyushu
2 From “Sea of Death” to International
Environmental Leadership

a

Formation of Advanced Low Carbon Model 200-Year-Life Town
Formation of Advanced Model Town
㸢Large-scale unused land/Jono
Area

3 Three Threats and Key Challenges
3-1 Challenge㽲 A Sound Material-Cycle Society

d
c

Enhancement of the functionality of
ferry/RORO terminals and railway
cargo terminals in view of commodity
distribution in Asia

3-2 Challenge㽳 A Low-Carbon
Society

Construction of Highly Efficient
Traffic System

䊥䉰䉟䉪䊦䊘䊷䊃

f

d

f

b

b

f

a

f

f

f

4 Towards the “World Capital of Sustainable
Development”

Efficiently supplying power generated from a
co-generation system and photovoltaic power
generation/Higashida area

c

e
b

f

e

Construction of Energy
Conservation System
for Factories and Towns

d

Expansion of Modal Shift
Enhancement

c

b

Traffic system incorporating IC cards
commonly used for public traffic systems
and environmental ITS

Prolonging the lifespan of housing
units,
such as durable 200-year housing
㸢Initiative model project for
exceptionally long -lasting homes
/Takami area

c

Construction of Energy Conservation
System through Advanced
Utilization of Sewage Sludge

a

Comprehensive Greening
Implementation
of Woodland Infrastructure.
1 million tree planting project
for environmental capital

As a coal substitute fuel

Accelerating the transformation into a
low-carbon model urban structure and system!
City of Kitakyushu

World Capital of Sustainable Development

Construction of Industrial Cluster Supporting Low Carbonization

Creation of a Rich Society Through the Construction of a Low Carbon Society

Promoting the transformation to an industrial structure that can undertake the technological development and product
production required for a low-carbon society.
Promoting energy and material resources that are to be produced and consumed locally by defining the industrial
sector as the source of the energy supply for the city.
Formation of Supply Base of
Technology
Development/Products/Services that
Support a Low-Carbon Society

Construction of the Next-Generation Type Industry/Local Energy System

Maximizing the Utilization of Heat Emitted from Factories!

Creating new values and a culture that cannot be achieved in a flow-oriented society, and
establishing a new paradigm where people, including seniors and children, can live rich
lives
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Environment Passport for Kitakyushu Citizens

ᵟᶓᶒᶍᶋᶍᶀᶇᶊᶃᴾᵣᶊᶃᶁᶒᶐᶍᶌᶇᶁᶑᴾᵮᶐᶍᶈᶃᶁᶒ

Mega Photovoltaic Power
Generation Project
Using roofs of factory buildings and public spaces

Supplied to houses

Supplied to
office buildings

Technology Demonstration
Feedback

ᵡᶍᶌᶑᶒᶐᶓᶁᶒᶇᶍᶌᴾᶍᶄᴾᵦᶗᶂᶐᶍᶅᶃᶌᴾ
ᵣᶌᶃᶐᶅᶗᴾᵫᶍᶂᶃᶊᴾᵟᶐᶃᵿ
Hydrogen eco-station utilizing
by-product hydrogen from the steelworks

Realizing Locally Produced/Consumed Energy

Supplying Energy Primarily
from Coke Oven Plants,
Steel-Mills and Thermal
Power Station

ᵮᶐᶍᶋᶍᶒᶇᶍᶌᴾᶍᶄᴾᵥᶐᶃᶃᶌᴾᵧᵲ
Construction of domestic highly
advanced low-energy model data
centers
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Used in
urban agriculture

Promoting the Incorporation of Natural Energy!

Significant Contribution
to a Low-Carbonization
Energy Structure in the Asian Region

Partnership extending
from individuals
to society

Verifying actions
And
gaining feed back
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Mechanism
for transforming
awareness into action

Incentive
for heightening
awareness

ᵤᶍᶐᶋᵿᶒᶇᶍᶌᴾᶍᶄᴾᵟᶓᶒᶍᶋᶍᶀᶇᶊᶃᴾᵧᶌᶂᶓᶑᶒᶐᶗᴾᵡᶊᶓᶑᶒᶃᶐᴾ
ᵤᶍᶁᶓᶑᶇᶌᶅᴾᶍᶌᴾᵣᶌᶔᶇᶐᶍᶌᶋᶃᶌᶒᵿᶊᴾᵧᶑᶑᶓᶃᶑ

ᵰᶃᶑᶍᶓᶐᶁᶃᶑᴾᵮᶐᶍᶂᶓᶁᶃᶂᵍᵡᶍᶌᶑᶓᶋᶃᶂᴾᵪᶍᶁᵿᶊᶊᶗ
Advanced utilization of biomass energy
Rare metal recycling

Eco point system ICT,
Sequentially expanding items for
points and the point-use range
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ᵡᶍᶌᶑᶒᶐᶓᶁᶒᶇᶍᶌᴾᶍᶄᴾᵡᶍᶋᶎᶐᶃᶆᶃᶌᶑᶇᶔᶃᴾ
ᵱᶓᶎᶎᶍᶐᶒᴾᵫᶍᶂᶃᶊᴾ
ᶄᶍᶐᴾᵧᶌᶁᶍᶐᶎᶍᶐᵿᶒᶇᶌᶅᴾᵬᵿᶒᶓᶐᵿᶊᴾᵣᶌᶃᶐᶅᶗ
ᵣᶑᶒᵿᶀᶊᶇᶑᶆᶇᶌᶅᴾᵿᴾᶓᶌᶇᶏᶓᶃᴾᶆᶇᶅᶆᶊᶗᴾᶎᶐᵿᶁᶒᶇᶁᵿᶊᴾ
ᶑᶗᶑᶒᶃᶋᴾᶄᶍᶐᴾᶂᶇᶄᶄᶓᶑᶇᶌᶅᴾᶌᵿᶒᶓᶐᵿᶊᴾᶃᶌᶃᶐᶅᶗᴾ
ᶑᶓᶁᶆᴾᵿᶑᴾᶎᶆᶍᶒᶍᶔᶍᶊᶒᵿᶇᶁᴾᵿᶌᶂᴾᶕᶇᶌᶂᴾᶃᶌᶃᶐᶅᶗᵊᴾ
ᶇᶌᴾᶁᶍᶍᶎᶃᶐᵿᶒᶇᶍᶌᴾᶕᶇᶒᶆᴾᶀᵿᶌᶉᶇᶌᶅᴾ
ᶇᶌᶑᶒᶇᶒᶓᶒᶇᶍᶌᶑᵌᴾ

Kitakyushu Carbon
Offset Method
In conjunction with the
Environment Passport,
citizens themselves
provide the mechanism
for participating in global
warming prevention
activities, local products
and services.

World Capital of
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ᵪᶍᶁᵿᶊᴾᵡᶍᶊᶊᵿᶀᶍᶐᵿᶒᶇᶍᶌᴾᵮᶊᵿᶒᶄᶍᶐᶋ
Energy Conservation Center
for Kitakyushu Citizens

Personal record of
environmental activities for
global warning
prevention
Sustainable
Development

ḛᵴᶇᶑᶓᵿᶊᶇᶘᵿᶒᶇᶍᶌḜ ᶍᶄᴾᶒᶆᶃᴾᶃᶌᶃᶐᶅᶗᴾ
ᶁᶍᶌᶑᶃᶐᶔᵿᶒᶇᶍᶌᴾᶊᶃᶔᶃᶊᴾᶍᶄᴾᶃᵿᶁᶆᴾ
ᶆᶍᶓᶑᶃᶆᶍᶊᶂᴾᶔᶇᵿᴾᶒᶆᶃᴾᵧᶌᶒᶃᶐᶌᶃᶒ

ᵡᶍᶌᶑᶒᶐᶓᶁᶒᶇᶍᶌᴾᶍᶄᴾᵿᴾᶎᶊᵿᶒᶄᶍᶐᶋᴾᶕᶆᶃᶐᶃᴾ
ᶔᵿᶐᶇᶍᶓᶑᴾᶊᶍᶁᵿᶊᴾᶃᶌᶒᶇᶒᶇᶃᶑᴾᶇᶌᶁᶊᶓᶂᶇᶌᶅᴾ
ᶁᶇᶒᶇᶘᶃᶌᶑᵊᴾᵬᵮᵭᶑᵊᴾᶃᶌᶒᶃᶐᶎᶐᶇᶑᶃᶑᵊᴾ
ᶓᶌᶇᶔᶃᶐᶑᶇᶒᶇᶃᶑᵊᴾᵿᶌᶂᴾᶒᶆᶃᴾᵿᶂᶋᶇᶌᶇᶑᶒᶐᵿᶒᶇᶍᶌᴾ
ᶎᵿᶐᶒᶇᶁᶇᶎᵿᶒᶃᴾᵿᶌᶂᴾᶁᶍᶊᶊᵿᶀᶍᶐᵿᶒᶃ

City of Kitakyushu

Development of Grand Design on
“World Capital of Sustainable Development”
1 Getting Pollution under Control in Kitakyushu

Discussions at Kitakyushu Committee on
“World Capital of Sustainable Development”
䊶 Members: 33 (industry/academia/gov’t)
䊶 Period: March to October 2004
䊶 Plenary Meetings (4 times)
䊶Workshops (10 times)
䊶 Drafting committee (4 times), other

2 From “Sea of Death” to International
Environmental Leadership
3 Three Threats and Key Challenges
3-1 Challenge㽲 A Sound Material-Cycle Society
3-2 Challenge㽳 A Low-Carbon Society
Multi-stakeholders Forum on
the World Capital of Sustainable
Development (October & December 2003)

4 Towards the “World Capital of
Sustainable Development”

Call for ideas and opinions for creation of

Kitakyushu Committee on
“World Capital of
Sustainable Development”

“World Capital of Sustainable Development”
䊶 Period: April to December 2003

Declaration of the creation of the
“World Capital of Sustainable Development”
(October 2004)

䊶 Collection of 1000+ submissions
Citizens

Private
Enterprise

Universities

Local
Government

City of Kitakyushu

World Capital of Sustainable Development

http://www.eco-stage.jp/

Towards Creation of a “World Capital of
Sustainable Development”
Development”

㪢㫀㫋㪸㫂㫐㫌㫊㪿㫌㩷㪜㪺㫆㩷㪣㫀㪽㪼㩷㪪㫋㪸㪾㪼
For the Environmental Capital of the World
⊡Protect Our Planet from Global Warming⊡

䌾 Commitments of Kitakyushu Citizens to Humankind, Earth and Future
Future Generation 䌾

䇶Basic Philosophy䇷
Philosophy䇷
“Creation of a city with true wealth and prosperity, inherited by future
generation”
generation”
䇶Three Pillars䇷
Pillars䇷
䂓Sharing conception of “symbiosis”
symbiosis” among all stakeholders
䊶䊶䊶Social
䊶䊶䊶Social aspect
To view the environmental problems as our own matters, and to be
citizens with the highest environmental awareness.
䂓Exploring “green growth”
䊶䊶䊶Economic
growth”
䊶䊶䊶Economic aspect
To further promote ecoeco-industry, and create a sustainable society
through mutual stimulation of environment and economy.
䂓Enhancing sustainability of the city
䊶䊶䊶Environmental
䊶䊶䊶Environmental aspect
To convert into environmentally less-burden urban structure , and
create an attractive city with plenty of nature.

Stage offered by Kitakyushu citizen groups as a place for presenting environmental activities
Through information exchange, environmental awareness and activities have been expanding.
No. of Participants: 120,000/2 days 470,000/Year
Sharing conception of symbiosis among all stakeholders (social aspect)


City of Kitakyushu

World Capital of Sustainable Development
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Recycled fluorescent tube

Toner cartridge for reuse

Aggregates from
Styrene foam

Natural Gas Co-generation
Public use initiated in Feb.
2005

Kitakyushu
Innovation Gallery
Opened in Apr. 2007
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Recycled organic solvent

Photovoltaic power
generation module
installed on the roof
of the Kitakyushu
Museum of Natural
History and Human
History in 2006
Higashida Eco
Clubhouse
Established in
Apr. 2004

Diesel fuel recycled
from waste cooking-oil
Car Sharing
Public use initiated in Jan.
2005

㪩㫆㪸㪻㩷㪹㪼㪻㩷㫄㪸㫋㪼㫉㫀㪸㫃㫊㩷㪽㫉㫆㫄
World Capital㪛㪼㫄㫆㫃㫀㫋㫀㫆㫅㩷㫎㪸㫊㫋㪼㫊
of Sustainable Development
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Exploring “green growth”
(Economic aspect)

Environmental Symbiosis
Housing Complex

Enhancing
sustainability
of the city
(Environmental aspect)
World Capital
of Sustainable
Development

City of Kitakyushu

Kitakyushu City Won the 1st Prize in
2006,07 Environment Capital Contest


City of Kitakyushu

World Capital of
Sustainable Development

Organizer:
All Japan Network of
Environment Capital
Contest (consisted
of 11 NGOs

“Environment Capital” of Japan: selected from the view of
NPOs having initiated environmental movements
Participated by: 74 (‘06)䇮66(‘07) municipalities across Japan
World Capital of Sustainable Development

Kitakyushu
Environment Museum
Public use initiated in
Apr. 2004

Thanks for your attention

Creation of a city with true wealth and prosperity,
to be inherited by future generation

City of Kitakyushu
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(5) KUMAMOTO
Utilization and Management of Modernized Urban City Resources
Kumamoto Industries Take Full Advantage of their Local Nature, History,
Culture and Resources
Mr. Hiroaki Morita
Deputy Mayor of Kumamoto City
1. Outline of Kumamoto City
For centuries, thanks to its mild climate and abundant precipitation, the City of Kumamoto has been renowned for
its abundance of green. It has earned Kumamoto the nickname of “Capital of Forests”. Today our city is equipped
with an express transportation infrastructure and, as can be imagined, Kumamoto City allows people to taste the
pleasures of city living while enjoying a rich natural environment.

2. Rich Natural Resources – Ground Water
To the east is the volcanic Mount Aso, boasting the world’s largest caldera and attracting tourists throughout the
year. The temperature on the plateau is cool even in summer. A number of Japan’s most highly rated hot springs,
resorts, and leisure and golf facilities are located in this area. A unique feature of Kumamoto City is its
crystal-clear ground water. As the entire population is supplied with pure subterranean drinking water, Kumamoto
has never experienced a water shortage, even when other cities have suffered severely from drought. In order for
us to maintain the best groundwater levels with consideration given to both quantity and quality, we enacted the
Groundwater Preservation Ordinance and are engaged in groundwater recharging projects. As a result of our
long-continuing efforts, Kumamoto City won this year’s highest national award for water resource management,
the Japan Water Grand Prix.

3. Historical and Cultural Resources – Castle Town –
Kumamoto City developed and prospered as a castle town and its symbol, Kumamoto Castle, is located in the
center of the city. The castle grounds cover 1 million square meters. A river running through the city was
effectively utilized as a moat and the castle defenses were designed to take advantage of the natural terrain. This
year we celebrated the completion of the beautiful Honmaru-Goten Palace reconstruction, the result of an
investment of some 5.4 billion yen. The castle is now an exciting major draw for visitors from both inside and
outside Japan.

4. Industrial Development: Advantages of City Resources
The major industries in Kumamoto are in the commerce and service sectors. At the same time, our city also
enjoys the blessings of thriving agriculture and fishing industries. In addition to our major food crop of rice, we
produce a variety of horticultural and agricultural products such as eggplants, mandarin oranges, and melons and

㧙㧙

watermelons. In the nearby Ariake Sea, seaweed and clam production are always active. With these primary
industries, the food processing business is well developed in Kumamoto City, and includes miso, soy sauce, and
sake production facilities.

Taking advantage of food-processing technologies, the biotechnology field has also been growing. Through joint
research projects with universities, some companies develope healthful food products.

Kumamoto City established a foodstuffs industry park named Food Pal Kumamoto, where consumers and
producers can communicate with each other. Food Pal Kumamoto receives approximately 900,000 visitors
annually. Kumamoto City will continue to play a major role on ‘Food Island Kyushu,’ renowned as a safe and
reliable food supplier. The city has been attracting a growing number of companies with advanced technologies
as well.

5. City Development and Future Visions
Kumamoto City has developed as a central crossroads for Kyushu by utilizing its rich regional resources. Based
on already existing city resources and our extensive transportation networks, including the Kyushu Shinkansen
bullet train and highways, and knowing that information and communication networks will be further developed,
we see a future in which Kumamoto grows into a city so attractive that people are drawn to it, not only from the
Asia-Pacific region, but from all corners of the world.
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䋱 About Kumamoto City 㽲

ർᎺ

Kumamoto City

Kumamoto City
䌾Industries in our city which
take advantage of our rich resources
in nature, history and culture䌾
Hiroaki Morita
Deputy Mayor of Kumamoto City
䋱 About Kumamot o City 㽴

䋱 About Kumamoto City 㽳

Ru ral la nd lie s a round
the cen tral u rban a re a

Pad dy fi eld la ndscap e

Kumamoto City painted by Yo Shomei, a native of Kumamoto

䋱 About Kumamoto City 㽶

䋱 About Kumamoto City 㽵

Kamao Kohun ancient burial mound

Expres s
tran sportation
network in Kyush u

Inside of Sengonko Kuhun
ancient burial mound

䋱 About Kumamoto City 㽷

䋱 About Kumamoto City 㽸

There are many private hospitals as well
Kumamoto City Municipal Hospital
ᾢᧄᏒ᳃∛㒮
The city trams and shopping arcades
help create a lively atmosphere
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䋲 Abundant natural resources 㽲

䋲 Abundant natural resources 㽳

Amakusa islands

Broad view of Mt. Aso
Crater of Nakadake volcano, Mt. Aso

View of Mt. Aso from Kusasenri,
a beautiful plain of green grass

View of the outer rim of a crater shaped landform by Mt. Aso

䋲 Abundant natural resources 㽴

䋲 Abundant natural resources 㽵

Hot spring resorts in the suburbs have
grown in popularity. There are some
hot springs within the city as well.

䋲 Abundant natural resources 㽶

There are several golf courses in both the city and in the suburbs.

䋲 Abundant natural water 㽷

All drinking water is
provided by our
groundwater. One can
drink it as it is.

Lake Ezu

Pyroclastic flow laid thick on the ground to
shape the Kumamoto plain field, which has
produced our pure ground water resources.

䋲 Abundant natural resources 㽸

Crystal-clear, pure groundwater

䋲 Abundant natural resources 㽹

“Honoring Kumamoto’s Water Conservancy Activities”

2008.6.13.ᾢᧄᣣᣣᣂ⡞

The watershed protection forests are well tended

Kumamoto City has won the Japanese Water Award
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䋳 Historical and cultural resources 㽲

䋳 Historical and cultural resources 㽳

Main castle towers and stonewalls

The longest stonewall in Japan which
surrounds the castle site.

Kumamoto Castle as seen from the City Hall

䋳 Historical and cultural resources 㽴

䋳 Historical and cultural resources 㽵

Panoramic view of the Honmaru Goten Palace

Kuragari entranceway
( underground passage)

Great guest rooms

Shokun hall, the highest ranked room

Veranda

䋳 Historical and cultural resources 㽶


䋳 Historical and cultural resources 㽷

( in thousands)

㪈㪃㪊㪇㪇
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㪐㪇㪇


㪎㪇㪇

Suizenji Park
㪌㪇㪇
㪉㪇㪇㪌

㪉㪇㪇㪍

㪉㪇㪇㪎

㪉㪇㪇㪏
䋨As of July 6th䋩

Number of visitors to Kumamoto Castle

The inside of the castle is always
filled with tourists.

䋳 Historical and cultural resources 㽸

Kosho-ken tea house

䋳 Historical and cultural resources 㽹

Toten Miyazaki and
his birthplace (below)

Sun Wen

These two men had a talk in this house
regarding the revolutionary movement,
which is recreated today.

Celebration of the 25th year anniversary of the
sister city relationship with Guilin, China

㧙㧙

Li Jiang, Guilin City

䋳 Historical and cultural resources 㽺

䋳 Historical and cultural resources 㽻

Kumamoto City Auditorium

Children’s Cultural Center
Various performances are demonstrated at the ‘Street Art-plex’ event
so that citizens can enjoy a wide variety of arts.

䋴 Industries which take advantage of urban resources 㽲

Kumamoto City
International Center
Kumamoto Municipal Craft Hall

䋴 Industries which take advantage of urban resources 㽳

Seaweed harvest

Clam harvest
Plenty of marine products

Plenty of agricultural products

䋴 Industries which take advantage of urban resources 㽴

䋴 Industries which take advantage of urban resources 㽵
Amount of sales

㩿Million yen㪀

㪈㪃㪌㪇㪇
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㪌㪇㪇

㪇

Soy sauce manufacturing plant
䋨Fundodai Corp.䋩

㪉㪇㪇㪊

Japanese Sake manufacturing line
(Zuiyo Co., Ltd)

䋴 Industries which take advantage of urban resources 㽶



㪉㪇㪇㪋

㪉㪇㪇㪌

㪉㪇㪇㪍

㪉㪇㪇㪎
䋨Prospective䋩

Food factory 䋨Manufacturing line at Fujibambi Co., Ltd 䋩

䋴 Industries which take advantage of urban resources 㽷

Foodpal, the food manufacturer industry park
University-based Technology Incubation Center in Kumamoto

Food Industry Promotion Center

㧙㧙

䋴 Industries which take advantage of urban resources 㽸

䋴 Industries which take advantage of urban resources 㽹

The restaurant industry which includes worldwide chains like Shigemitsu Sangyo,
a ramen noodle company

Kumamoto City booth in the Food Expo in Hong Kong

䋴 Industries which take advantage of urban resources 㽺

䋴 Industries which take advantage of urban resources 㽻

Robot factory
at Hirata
Corporation

Semiconductor factory
at Sony Semiconductor Kyushu Corporation

IC plant at NEC Semiconductors Kyushu

䋴 Industries which take advantage of urban resources 㽼

Motorcycle factory
at Honda Motor Co., Ltd

䋴 Industries which take advantage of urban resources 㽽
Kaketsuken,
a chemotherapeutic
research institute

Saishunkan,
a pharmaceutical
company

Life Science Companies

Universities in Kumamoto City

Entrepreneur cultivation seminar jointly
hosted by universities and Kumamoto City

Thank you for your kind attention!
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Solar battery produced by Fuji Electric.
It’s thin, light and easy to bend.

(6) POHANG
Ways to Facilitate Sustainable Economic and Social Development and Protect
the Environment
Mr. Park Seung-ho
Mayor of Pohang City
Not too long ago, Pohang was a small fishing village dotted with reed fields. But after POSCO, a major global
steel company, was introduced at the end of 1960, Pohang became the center of Korea’s steel industry, and now
plays an essential role in the modernization of Korea. Pohang City has a population of 510,000, and its land area
is 1,127 ঠ, 1.8 times that of Seoul City. Currently, Pohang City is the largest city in Gyeongsangbuk-do Province,
with two ward offices and 33 administrative districts, called eups, myeons and dongs.

Although Pohang is well known as a steel city, it also has a beautiful coast line. We are making efforts to revitalize
the decrepit urban center and create a new image for the city by redeveloping the waterside areas. The
redevelopment projects will be implemented to emphasize the city’s history and environmental friendliness.

Success in establishing a green city and a sustainable earth depends on our success in persuading each and every
country to achieve common objectives and take appropriate actions. Toward this end, it is vital that all of us
recognize the importance of environmental protection, sustainable development and mutual cooperation. Against
this backdrop, our politicians, administrators, experts and related institutions in member cities need to establish
networks with one another, with an aim to share opinions and exchange information to further cooperation.

It also needs to be noted that the environmental industry can play an essential role in directly resolving various
environmental problems. The environmental industry covers areas ranging from water quality and waste treatment
to soil purification. It is vital that they share and disseminate required technologies and know-how.

The 21st century has been characterized by globalization and informatisation, and the world has been divided by
interests that are unrelated to national boundaries. In particular, for the topic, “Ways to Facilitate Sustainable
Economic and Social Development and Protect the Environment”, it appears difficult to achieve cooperation at a
local government level.

I would like to suggest setting an agenda on how to enlist cooperation and realize development at the local
government level through discussions. This should help us facilitate exchanges and cooperation, crystallize the
Asia-Pacific economic bloc and emerge as an economic hub in the Asia-Pacific era of the future.
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(7) FUKUOKA
Public Administration for Urban Landscape
Mr. Hiroshi Yoshida
Mayor of Fukuoka City
A city can be thought of as a culture molded by its people. So it follows that the city’s appearance and landscapes
form a part of our culture. Fukuoka City enacted the “City Landscape Ordinance” in 1987, and launched projects
to create and preserve the cityscapes while maximizing the city’s distinctive features. There are four principles
underlying our city’s landscaping programs that reflect the viewpoint of maximizing the regional characteristics
Fukuoka is blessed with.

1. “City Landscape as an Asset Shared by Citizens”.
Under this principle, the government sector is required to give guidance and instructions to each owner of a
building, as it is part of the cityscape, and an important asset of the residents.

2. “Participatory Development of City Landscape”.
The city landscape is the product of corporate and civic activities, and it is therefore necessary to raise the public’s
awareness of and interest in city landscape.

3. “Having a Long-Term Perspective”.
The existing city landscape has been developed over many years. We need to continue our efforts toward creating
a quality landscape with a long-term perspective.

4. “Reflecting Regional Characteristics and Individuality in Landscape Development”.
I believe in highlighting the unique features of the city in general, as well as the unique features of each district
in the city, and reflecting these in city planning.

Under the 1987 Urban Landscape Ordinance, diverse initiatives have been undertaken in Fukuoka, of which I will
focus on three.

1. Designation of landscape areas.
In these designated areas, which are mostly newly developed or unique areas, the city supervises building
construction to comply with landscape guidelines specified in accordance with the unique characteristics of each
area.

2. Notification of large-scale buildings
The city requires that the developers of large scale buildings notify the city of their plans in advance. This enables
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the city to apply guidelines for architectural design and greening to new buildings.

3. “Urban Beautification Award”
In a bid to raise motivation in the business sector and to increase awareness among the public, the city annually
selects buildings and residents that have contributed to improved landscape development and presents this award.

We aim to increase our value as a city by continuing to incorporate these existing policies, enhancing the quality
and beauty of the cityscape and creating a landscape where people can feel our history, tradition and culture. By
doing so, we believe that our residents will become attached to their city and be proud of being a part of Fukuoka.
Furthermore, such a city will attract more visitors and talent from in and outside of Japan. These people will
become the driving force behind new economic, cultural, and artistic activities.

㧙㧙
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Fukuoka City
Dalian
Ṽ

Population : 1.43 million
Busan
Ṽ

Land Area : 341⊎≂

Ṽ
Shanghai

Ṽ

Public Administration for
Urban Landscape

Fukuoka ⽣ݜ
Guangzhou
Ṽ
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Fukuoka City
⽣ݜᏖ

Landscape as a city’s culture

Introduction to landscapes unique to Fukuoka
The Sea ᱃㾖ⱘ⡍ᕕ 䌾⍋䌾

ජᏖ᱃㾖᭛࣪

A city is a culture molded by its people. Thus, the city’s
appearance and landscape form a part of its culture.
ජᏖᰃҎ㉏߯䗴ⱘ᭛࣪ˈᏖᆍᏖ䉠ǃජᏖ᱃㾖䛑ᰃ᭛࣪ⱘϔ䚼ߚǄ

Landscape Development Principles

ජᏖ᱃㾖ᔶ៤ⱘ⧚ᗉ

Ⅎ City Landscape is an asset shared by citizens
ජᏖ᱃㾖ЎᏖ⇥ⱘ᳝݅䋶ѻ

ℳ Participatory development of city landscape
ජᏖ᱃㾖⬅Ꮦ⇥ⱘখϢ㗠ᔶ៤

ℴ Having a long-term perspective

䭓䖰ⱘⴐܝ

ℵ Reflecting regional characteristics and individuality
ߚܙሩ⦄݊ഄඳᗻঞϾᗻ

Greenery

History & Culture

䌾㓓࣪䌾

䌾ग़·᭛࣪䌾

⊖ᵿ

ጊ═

Downtown Areas

ᔒ⾐ፉ

Buildings & Public Art

䌾ᏖЁᖗ䌾

⊖ᵿ
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Milestones of Urban Landscape Development
ජᏖ᱃㾖㸠ᬓⱘЏ㽕ᮑ

Urban Landscape Ordinance was enacted in 1987
ජᏖ᱃㾖ᴵ՟˄ᑈᅲᮑ˅

Ordinance

ජᏖ᱃㾖ᴵ՟

Master Plan

ජᏖ᱃㾖ᔶ៤ᴀ䅵ߦ

Designation of Landscaping areas
ᣛᅮජᏖ᱃㾖ᔶ៤ഄऎ

Guidance ᱃㾖ᣛᇐ

Notification of buildings higher than 31m
or with a floor area of over 10,000ণ
ൟᓎㄥ⠽ㄝⱘ⬇

Urban Beautification Award

Incentive ᛣ䆚催⍼

㸼ᕄ˄ජᏖ᱃㾖༪˅

䂓 Fukuoka
Yahoo! Japan Dome

1,000 m
500 m

Chihaya area

0m

गᮽഄऎ

䂓 Marizon

Gokusho area

䂓 JAL Resort
Sea Hawk
Hotel Fukuoka

䂓 Fukuoka Tower

ᕵկ᠔ഄऎ
Seaside
Momochi area

Tenjin area
⼲ഄऎ

⍋Ⓖⱒ䘧ഄऎ

䂓 Fukuoka City Public Library

䂓 185.6ha
䂓 Fukuoka City Museum

䂓 Designated in April 1996

Fukuoka City
2UGLQDQFHGHVLJQDWHGODQGVFDSLQJDUHDV

͙ Vision: Developing and preserving a landscape
which projects the future of urban environment taking
advantage of its waterfront location and its community
which houses working, living, and entertainment
facilities.

҇̔҅Ѵҙ

єєг
Seaside
Momochi area

⍋Ⓖⱒ䘧

Outdoor Advertisement is Regulated in
Seaside Momochi Area ⍋Ⓖⱒ䘧ഄऎⱘᅸᑓਞ㾘ࠊ

҇̔҅Ѵҙ

єєг
Seaside
Momochi area

⍋Ⓖⱒ䘧

Exampleᾉ Advertisement in high places (names only)
՟བ˖催໘⽕ℶ䆒㕂䰸њৡ⿄ҹⱘᑓਞ⠽

Informative advertisement is allowed only in low places
ᑓਞ䲚ЁԢሖ䚼ߚ

Fukuoka Tower

Chihaya area

⽣ݜศ

गᮽഄऎ

Gokusho area
Seaside
Momochi area
⍋Ⓖⱒ䘧ഄऎ

ᕵկ᠔ഄऎ
Tenjin area
⼲ഄऎ

Fukuoka City
2UGLQDQFHGHVLJQDWHGODQGVFDSLQJDUHDV
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ᕵկ᠔

ॼࡻୖ

Gokusho area

Gokusyo area

䃂
䃂
7HPSOH ᇎᑭ

䃂
䃂

䃂

䃂

Gokusho area

䃂

䂓 28 ha
䂓 Designated in 1999

ᕵկ᠔

䃂

䃂
䃂
䃂

䃂

䂓 Preservation of historical
environment ग़⦃๗ⱘֱᡸ

䃂

䃂

䃂

Traditional Merchant Houses & Festival

ᕵկ᠔

䣠伸ⴝ䣠伸倓ᣣ

Gokusho area

Hakata Tomyo Watching
ඳᄙ刄Ἦળ

ᕵկ᠔
Gokusho area

Landscape Renovation Project
ᕙׂ㔂ⱘ᱃⚍ᓎㄥ

Challenges

ᕵկ᠔

ජᏖ᱃㾖ᔶ៤᠔䴶Јⱘ䯂乬

Gokusho area
Original Plan
44.6m (15 stories)

20m

ᕵկ᠔
Gokusho area

Clean City Fukuoka ῍ Waste Collection System
㕢БⱘජᏖ⽣ݜ䌾ൗഒ䯈ᣝ᠋ᬊ䲚

Thank you for your attention!

䇶䇶 !

Fukuoka City
⽣ݜᏖ
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(8) MIYAZAKI
Landscape and Urban Design
Efforts Made by the City of Miyazaki
Aiming to be the Best Cityscape in Kyushu Island
Mr. Shigemitsu Tsumura
Mayor of Miyazaki City
With warm temperatures and an eastward facing coastline, Miyazaki is a picturesque southern city. The city,
which is blessed with abundant nature and beautiful landscapes, has been developing as an international holiday
resort with the theme of “Sunshine and Green”. However, you will still encounter some unpleasant cityscapes in
some urban and suburban parts of the city.

Urban development often gives priority to economy and functionality, without paying much attention to the
organic combination of the natural environment and the cityscape. As a result, it has brought problems such as
the destruction of the natural environment, a loss of the individuality of the cityscape and a decreasing number of
tourists. With “The Best Cityscape in Kyushu” as our objective, we are making greater efforts in the formation of
urban landscape in order to develop “Beautiful Hometown Miyazaki̍ as an international holiday resort. In order
to promote administrative efforts, we established the Cityscape Section in our city office in April 2005.

The City’s Major Efforts


We have established Miyazaki City guidelines for the exterior color of buildings.



We provide guidance and advice on building height requirements.



For outdoor advertisements, we provide guidance and advice on size, color and design

 We have planted ivies and vines that climb the external walls of the city’s public buildings as a part of our
"Ivy Campaign."


We have implemented a cityscape building program with the cooperation of Miyazaki citizens, businesses
and the city government.

Provision of Opportunities for Increased Cityscape Awareness


Overseas study tour for members of the public, focusing on cityscapes



Seminars on cityscapes for local junior high school students



Lectures, seminars and open garden tours for the public

Enhancing Citizens’ Awareness of Cityscape
(1) Creating a pleasant living environment by fostering pride and awareness towards the region
(2) Enhancing people-magnets in the capital city, so that Miyazaki will attract more visitors by promoting
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tourism and interaction between local residents and the visitors
(3) Improving the vitality of the city through public initiatives in building cityscapes

We believe that providing important information about the cityscape to our residents and businesses will help
boost their interest and eventually lead to their involvement in cityscape building. The city government is
prepared to offer their support and to promote city planning that is unique to Miyazaki.
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Miyazaki aiming at the highest quality for landscaping in Kyushu
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MIYAZAKI CITY
ችፒᏒ䈱ⷐ
Outline of Miyazaki City

ᣣᧄઍ䉼䊷䊛䉨䊞䊮䊒䋨㊁䊶ᅚሶ䉸䊐䊃䊗䊷䊦䋩
The Japanese Sports Camp 㩿Baseball and Women’
Women’s Softball㪀
Softball㪀

䇸ᵴജ䈫✛䈅䈸䉏䉎ᄥ㓁ㇺᏒ䌾䉂䉇䈙䈐䌾䇹
The Sunshine City where vitality and greenery is aboundend
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2006ᐕ䋱ㄝ䋳↸ว૬
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᥊ⷰ䇮ሶ⢒䈩ᡰេ䈪Ꮊ৻䉕⋡ᜰ䈜
䊶࿖㓙ⷰశ䊥䉹䊷䊃ㇺᏒ
䊶䉴䊘䊷䉿䊤䊮䊄䉂䉇䈙䈐

Ꮊ
Kyushu

䊒䊨䉯䊦䊐䊃䊷䊅䊜䊮䊃䋨䉂䉇䈙䈐䉯䊦䊐䊙䊮䉴䋩
䊒䊨䉯䊦䊐䊃䊷䊅䊜䊮䊃䋨䉂䉇䈙䈐䉯䊦䊐䊙䊮䉴䋩
Professional Golf Tournament䋨
Tournament䋨Miyazaki Golf Month䋩
Month䋩

ችፒᏒ䈱᥊ⷰ

ችፒᏒ䈱᥊ⷰ

Landscape of Miyazaki City

Landscape of Miyazaki City

ችፒᏒ䈱᥊ⷰ

ችፒᏒ䈱᥊ⷰ

Landscape of Miyazaki City

Landscape of Miyazaki City

ᐢ๔‛䈱ੂ┙

↹৻⊛䈭᭴ㅧ‛

Lots of advertisement

Standardized public construction

ⓨ䉕ⷒ䈉㔚✢
Electric wire with which the sky is covered

ችፒ⋵ᐡ೨䈱ᬮਗᧁ

᥊ⷰ䉕ᖡ䈒䈚䈩䈚䉁䈦䈩䈇䉎

Camphor Trees in front of
Prefectural Government

Landscape has been deteriorated
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ችፒᏒ䈫䊣䊷䊨䉾䊌䈱ⴝਗ䉂䋨䋱䋩

ችፒᏒ䈫䊣䊷䊨䉾䊌䈱ⴝਗ䉂䋨䋲䋩

Miyazaki City – European Cities䋨䋱䋩
Cities䋨䋱䋩

Miyazaki City – European Cities䋨䋲䋩
Cities䋨䋲䋩

ችፒᏒ

䊄䉟䉿䋨䊊䉟䊂䊦䊔䊦䉫䋩

Miyazaki City

Germany (Heidelberg)

ችፒᏒ

䊐䊤䊮䉴䋨䊌䊥䋩

Miyazaki City

France (Paris)

ࠅߊߠⴝߩߢ߹ࠇߎع

ችፒᏒ䈫䊣䊷䊨䉾䊌䈱ⴝਗ䉂䋨䋳䋩

Current city planning
⚻ᷣᯏ⢻ᕈࠍఝవ 㹢 ᭽䇱䈭ᑷኂ䈏⊒↢

Miyazaki City – European Cities䋨䋳䋩
Cities䋨䋳䋩

Gives priority to economy
Various evils occur
and functionality
䋨Ꮢⴝ䈮䈍䈔䉎✛䈱༚ᄬ䉇䇮ㄝ䈫⺞䈚䈭䈇ᑪ▽‛䈭䈬䋩

⋡ᮡ䋺䇺
⋡ᮡ䋺䇺Ꮊ৻䈱᥊ⷰㇺᏒ䇻
Ꮊ৻䈱᥊ⷰㇺᏒ䇻
Aim: To Become a City with the Highest Landscape
Quality in Kyushu
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Miyazaki City

Germany (Heidelberg)

Creation of a suitable 㵰Beautiful home Miyazaki㵱
international resort city

ችፒᏒ䈱ข⚵䉂

ችፒᏒ䈱ข⚵䉂

Approach of Miyazaki City
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Restriction and guidance concerning colors of buildings

Approach of Miyazaki City

Ṽ࠼ٳދԓཋỉᙹСὉᛔݰ

Restriction and guidance concerning outdoor advertisement

ද⼏ᓟ䋨⦡䈱ォ䋩
After consultation (change of color)

೨ද⼏ᤨ
Before consultation

ችፒᏒ䈱ข⚵䉂
ṼỴỶἥὊ˺ٻ
ṼỴỶἥὊ˺ٻ

᥊ⷰ䈨䈒䉍䈲ද䈎䉌 Landscaping by cooperation

Approach of Miyazaki City

Ꮢ᳃

Ivy main strategy

Citizen

ᣉ⸳䈱ო㕙䉇ደ䉕䉿䊦ᕈᬀ‛䈪✛ൻ
The wall and the rooftop in communal facilities are greened
with tendril plants

ⴕ
Government
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ᬺ⠪
Businesses

ችፒᏒ䈱ข⚵䉂

ችፒᏒ䈱ข⚵䉂

Approach of Miyazaki City

ṼᢌӒ࠼ԓཋỉગӊ

ṼࠊൟởʙಅᎍểỉὁὊἁἉἹἕἩ

Removal of unauthorized
advertisements

Workshop with citizen and businesses

ችፒᏒ䈱ข⚵䉂

ችፒᏒ䈱ข⚵䉂

Approach of Miyazaki City

Ṽᚇෙٳᢔᄂ̲ Landscape study tour

Approach of Miyazaki City

ṼᑶẟẾỌẟỉᚇỀẪụ

LandscapeLandscape-making with flower

Approach of Miyazaki City

ṼᚇᏋỉܱ Landscape education

᥊ⷰ䈱వㅴ࿖䋨䉲䊮䉧䊘䊷䊦࿖䋩䈮Ꮢ᳃䉕ᵷ㆜

ਛቇ↢䈮᥊ⷰ䉕䊁䊷䊙䈮䈚䈢ᬺ䉕ታᣉ

Citizens are sent to the Republic of Singapore䋬an advanced country
in landscaping

A lesson focused on landscape is given to
junior high school students

ችፒᏒ䈱ข⚵䉂
ṼᚇộẼỀẪụỉếỄẟ
ᚇộẼỀẪụỉếỄẟ
Seminar of urban design

Approach of Miyazaki City

ṼỼὊἩὅỾὊἙὅ
ࠊൟᙸ˟ܖ
Private residents’
residents’ gardens tour

᧲੩ᣣᧄᯅ
TokyoNihonbashi

᥊ⷰᒻᚑߩᗧ⟵
The meaning of landscaping
㧝㧚ၞ߳ߩࠅߣᗲ⌕ࠍߪߋߊᔟㆡߥⅣႺߩഃ

ޟᯌㅢࠅߩൻޠ
ࠗࡔࠫ
Turning into a park
̌Tachibana Street̍

Creating a pleasant living environment by fostering proud
and awareness towards the region
㧞㧚ᄙߊߩੱ⋵ࠆࠇ⸰߇ޘㇺߣߒߡߩ㝯ജߩะ߿
ⷰశᵹߩଦㅴ
Improving attractivness and tourism visitors promote
exchange

⁁
Current state

㧟㧚᳃ਥߩ᥊ⷰߠߊࠅߩข⚵ߺߦࠃࠆ
߹ߜߩᵴജߩะ
Improving the vitality of by building landscapes
that are maintained by residents

᧪䈱䉟䊜䊷䉳
Image in the future
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ᄢᶰᎹߩᄕߌ
Evening glow of Oyodo River
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(9) NAGASAKI
Landscape of Nagasaki
Mr. Kyoji Shinoki
Deputy Mayor of Nagasaki City
Establishment of a Basic Urban Landscape Plan
The citizens of Nagasaki have become aware of the importance of prioritizing its history, culture and unique
features, instead of the viewpoint of convenience and efficiency, in urban development, and have started to take
action. With the aim of strengthening Nagasaki’s unique appeal, the city drew up the Basic Urban Landscape Plan,
whose central principle is to highlight and cultivate the attractiveness of the unique aspects of Nagasaki. Through
implementation of the plan, we have begun urban development based on local scenery in order to create a city that
people would like to visit or live in. The plan comprises two pillars.

1. The cultivation and fostering of features that are unique to Nagasaki, including the panoramas and night
scenes visible from the sea and mountains in the city.

2.

The highlighting of easily-overlooked historic scenery that is engraved in the streets of the city, treating it
as essential to the city. At the same time, we seek to enhance living comfort in the urban area by considering
the influence of outdoor advertising and the layout of public facilities, as well as by promoting tree-planting
projects.

Our Major Efforts
Designation of landscape areas.
Establishment of an advance notification process for large-scale building projects
Residents and businesses are informed of the recommended colors for each area of the city
Systematic improvement of city signs
Restrictions and guidance on outdoor advertisements
Implementation of the Illegal Poster Elimination Campaign
Support and awareness programs, including prizes for the construction of attractive buildings, and partial
financing of citizen groups that are active in community building that focuses on a beautiful cityscape

The New Tourism Initiative
Nagasaki developed as a center of international exchange.

Nagasaki’s multi-layered history can be seen

everywhere in its distinctive town scenery. So that the city’s historical assets can be enjoyed while walking
about the town, we have developed a new style of tourism– ‘Nagasaki Saruku Urban Walking Tours.’ In addition,
the lantern festival held in Nagasaki each year to mark the Chinese New Year is extremely popular, and is its
largest winter event.
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Innovation
Currently, Nagasaki is linked to Nagasaki Airport and major cities such as Fukuoka and Oita by highway. Next
year, there are plans to renovate the international tourism pier in Nagasaki Harbor, and within 10 years the bullet
train will be running to Nagasaki. Further, New Nagasaki Station will be constructed as a gateway to the city
from the mainland, and redevelopment of the area around the station will continue. These projects will transform
Nagasaki. The improvements in access, the new urban development, and the promotion of historical and cultural
assets in tourism will be a source of innovation, and help cultivate the refinement of the city and revitalize the
economy.
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Nagasaki
at the Time
of Founding

⌒ਅ䈮ᐢ䈏䉎㐳ፒ䈱ⴝਗ䉂
Nagasaki’s Scenery Stretching out Below
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Saruku Tours
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Lion Dancing
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Dragon Dancing
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New Chinatown
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Area Around Nagasaki Station (Proposed Development)
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We are looking forward to seeing you in Nagasaki
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(10) SHANGHAI
Strengthening Environmental Protection and Promoting the Sustainable
Development of Shanghai
Mr. Yin Hong
Deputy Secretary-General, Shanghai Municipal People’s Government
As the economic center of China, Shanghai has a large economy and is enjoying rapid development. Nevertheless,
Shanghai has its limitations. These include a high population density with a relatively small land area and
environmental capacity. Its economic development and historically unresolved issues are putting mounting strains
on the environment. For these reasons, Shanghai must pursue sustainable development and harmony between
people and nature through appropriate urban planning and resource efficiency. Shanghai will host the World
Exposition 2010 and has chosen “Better City, Better Life” as its theme. This has increased the sense of urgency
for Shanghai to become a resource-conserving and environment-friendly city.

1. In recent years, Shanghai has adhered to its strategy of sustainable development, and implemented its
Three-Year Plan of Action on Environmental Protection with a view to reducing emissions and balancing
economic development and environmental conservation.

Shanghai has stepped up industrial restructuring and transformed its economic growth model.
Shanghai has put into place improved environmental impact assessments and total pollutant discharge quotas,
and has balanced economic development and environmental protection from the ground up.
Shanghai has accelerated the building of environmental infrastructure, and pollution has been treated in a
cost effective manner.
Shanghai has set up innovative environmental protection mechanisms and institutions, and established an
environmental regulatory system led by the government and involving the entire society.

2. Over the next several years, Shanghai will seize the opportunity of Expo 2010 to develop into a
resource-conserving, environmentally-friendly and sustainable city. To that end, the city has been addressing the
following issues.

Promoting energy conservation and emissions reductions to optimize economic development.
Improving ecology of the city through the Three-Year Plan of Action on Environmental Protection.
Aspiring to become a model city of environmental protection in China, as a way of promoting
environmentally-friendly production and lifestyles

Over the past several years, Shanghai has made constructive forays into balancing socio-economic development
and environmental protection. At the 8th Asian-Pacific City Summit, we look forward to learning from the
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valuable experiences of our Asian counterparts in order to follow a more sustainable path. We hope to present
Shanghai as a modern international metropolis which is becoming increasingly prosperous, harmonious and
ecologically friendly.
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(11) VLADIVOSTOK
Introduction of the City of Vladivostok, Russian Far East
Mr. Alexander Zubritskiy
Deputy Mayor of Vladivostok City
Since its opening to foreign visitors upon order of the President of the Russian Federation in September 20th,
1991, Vladivostok has intensified its interactions with the Asia-Pacific region and succeeded in building friendly
relations with a number of cities. Currently the city is focused on trying to reinforce its ties with the region in
terms of foreign trade.

Russian President Medvedev and Prime Minister Putin have pushed forward the construction of a real intellectual
technology center in the Russian Far East. Currently the Russian government is discussing the launch of a project
to accelerate the transformation of the eastern part of the country to a modern civil society. Vladivostok, a very
young city, is one of the few cities in Russia that has undergone a number of transformations in a short period of
time.

Vladivostok is blessed with the geographical advantage of being the connecting point between the Asia-Pacific
region and mainland Russia. The city is planning to celebrate its 150th anniversary with commemorative events
on July 2nd, 2010.

In 2007, the Russian government gave the green light to the Federal Targeted Program Development of the
Far-East and Transbaikal through 2013, which has enabled the central government to shoulder the cost of
investing in building infrastructure in the region, including the transport and energy sectors. At the same time, the
sub-program of Development of Vladivostok as a Center of International Cooperation in the Asia-Pacific Region
(2008-2012) was also approved by the central government, which suggested allocating 280 billion, 156million
rubles to the city. Of this, 202.2 billion rubles will be coming from the federal budget and 17.7 billion rubles will
come from the Maritime Province. The main objectives of this program are as follows.

Reconstruction and upgrading of the airport terminal
Construction of a bridge that links an island to the mainland
Development of infrastructure including roads in the Maritime Province
Development of infrastructure on Russky Island. Construction of a convention hall with a capacity of 7000
people as a venue for the APEC 2012 meeting

In order to ensure implementation of the program, an organizing committee headed by the Russian First Deputy
Prime Minister Schuwalow was established. He also chairs the state committee on socio-economic development
of the Far East and Transbaikal region. This is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity for us to make the region a driving
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force behind the further expansion of the economy of the Russian Far-East.

Vladivostok has been selected to host APEC 2012. Prime Minister Putin has said that the Russian government was
looking at the APEC summit as a real opportunity to expand cooperation between Vladivostok and its partners in
the Asia-Pacific region. The summit is not just a big event, but a springboard to make our city a widely recognized
major center of international cooperation
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Vladivostok is the city
of European culture in
the Far East.
Today Vladivostok is
the only large
European city on the
Asian coast of the
Pacific Ocean.
Due to its unique
geographical position
Vladivostok is meant
to be a place that
brings various
cultures together.
This is our historical
mission.
Igor Pushkaryov,
Pushkaryov,
Mayor of Vladivostok

VLADIVOSTOK

We are prepared to complete very ambitious
international projects and to start reliable mutually
advantageous cooperation at all the levels and in
various forms. This is of special importance in the light
of future APEC Summit planned to be hosted in
Vladivostok in 2012.
Oleg Safonov,
Safonov,
President’
President’s plenipotentiary in the Far East federal district

Vladivostok is located on the same
latitude as Nice and Cannes, at the
intersection of multiple sea routes,
and we are going to turn the city
into a true international business
center.
Dmitry Medvedev,
Medvedev, President of the
Russian Federation

We’
We’ve got a chance to make Russia’
Russia’s
Far East not only one of the most
prospering regions of Russia but also
an accelerator for future economical
development of the Asian Pacific
region as a whole.
Vladimir Putin,
Putin, PrimePrime-Minister of the
Russian Federation

On this 16th and 22nd days of
February His Majesty Emperor of
Russia gave his highest order to
transfer the main port with marine
establishments from the city of
Nikolaevsk to Vladivostok.
An abstract from the order of Grand
Prince Konstantin Romanov dated
February 25, 1871

The comparative study of population dynamics in
Europe and Asia shows that in the nearest future
the center for the population growth will transfer to
the Asian Pacific region.

Subprogram: Developing Vladivostok as an Asian
Pacific International Cooperation Center in 200820082012 (284 bn.
bn. 156 mln.
mln. rubles)
Federal budget

202.2 bn.
bn. rubles

Primorsky region’
region’s budget

17.
17.7 bn.
bn. rubles

OffOff-budget sources

64 bn.
bn. rubles

ɋɟɪɝɟɣ Ʉɚɩɢɰɚ,
Ʉɚɩɢɰɚ, ɚɤɚɞɟɦɢɤ,
ɚɤɚɞɟɦɢɤ, ɩɪɟɡɢɞɟɧɬ ȿɜɪɚɡɢɣɫɤɨɝɨ
ɮɢɡɢɱɟɫɤɨɝɨ ɨɛɳɟɫɬɜɚ,
ɨɛɳɟɫɬɜɚ, ɱɥɟɧ ȿɜɪɨɩɟɣɫɤɨɣ ɚɤɚɞɟɦɢɢ ɧɚɭɤ,
ɧɚɭɤ,
ɱɥɟɧ Ɋɢɦɫɤɨɝɨ ɤɥɭɛɚ,
ɤɥɭɛɚ, Ɇɚɧɱɟɫɬɟɪɫɤɨɝɨ ɥɢɬɟɪɚɬɭɪɧɨɝɨ ɢ
ɮɢɥɨɫɨɮɫɤɨɝɨ ɨɛɳɟɫɬɜɚ.
ɨɛɳɟɫɬɜɚ. Ʌɚɭɪɟɚɬ ɩɪɟɦɢɢ Ʉɚɥɢɧɝɢ
(ɘɇȿɋɄɈ).
ɘɇȿɋɄɈ).

Main objects of the subprogram Developing
Vladivostok as an Asian Pacific International
Cooperation Center in 20082008-2012:
2012:
 reconstructing and upgrading Knevichi airport;
 constructing bridges connecting island and land parts of the city
city as well
as MuravievMuraviev-Amurski peninsula where Vladivostok is located with the
opposite coast of the Ussury Bay;
 developing road infrastructure of Primorsky region;
 developing APEC Forum infrastructure on Russky island including
conference hall with a capacity of 7,000 people, 3,4 and 5 star hotels and
multimulti-purpose medical center. ;
 Constructing waste treatment facilities;
 Cleaning water areas of the Amur and the Ussury Bays.
Bays.
 Ʉɨɦɩɥɟɤɫ ɨɱɢɫɬɤɢ ɩɪɢɥɟɝɚɸɳɢɯ ɤ ȼɥɚɞɢɜɨɫɬɨɤɭ ɦɨɪɫɤɢɯ ɡɚɥɢɜɨɜ.
ɡɚɥɢɜɨɜ.
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Hosting
APEC Summit
Hosting APEC
Summit in Vladivostok does
does not mean huge
eexpenses
xpenses onl
only.
y. After the Summit Primorie
Primorie’’s capi
capital
tal may
may
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eive huge be
nefits too,
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receive
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to attract
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region.
Sergei Lavrov ,
Russia n Fed
Russian
Federation
eration Minister
Minister for Fo
Foreign
reign Affairs

We will use APEC Forum’
Forum’s events to boost the development of
Vladivostok as a key city of the region.
Igor Shuvalov,
Shuvalov, First Deputy Chair of the Russian Federation
Government

It is our priority to construct objects of
high technological standards to ensure
long term ecological wellwell-being of
Vladivostok.
Igor Pushkaryov,
Pushkaryov,
Mayor of Vladivostok

Com munity and business
area (254 hectare s)

Sum mit’s business center
(1 50 hectar es)

Territor y in res erve (450
h ectare s) (g ambling zone)

Co mmunal zone
(85 hectar es)

Far East Federal University is to become not only an institution of higher
education but also a kind of dominating intellectual establishment
establishment of the
region. A center of attraction.
attraction. An engine for Russia’
Russia’s Far East development. It
will become one of the most prominent educational and scientific centers both
in Asian Pacific and in the whole world.
Vladimir Putin,
Putin, PrimePrime-Minister of the Russian Federation

After ChitaChita-Khabarovsk highway is completed, the
world’
world’s longest motorway with the total length of 10
thousand kilometers will come into operation. It will link
Vladivostok to Moscow and Europe.
Alexander Zhukov, Deputy Chair of the Russian Federation
Government.

An outline of town-planning concept of Pacific
Scientific and Educational Center on Sapyornyi
peninsula (Russky island)

Vladivostok will become one of the firm
links connecting Europe and Asia.
Shiokawa Masajuro,
Masajuro,
ExEx-minister of Finance of Japan

Vladivostok's sister cities

Vladivostok’
Vladivostok’s investment projects
 Sister Cities Park
 International Exhibition Center
 Consuls’
Consuls’ Street
 ɇɨɜɵɣ ɠɢɥɨɣ ɦɢɤɪɨɪɚɣɨɧ
 Ɉɛɴɟɤɬɵ ɫɨɰɢɚɥɧɨɫɨɰɢɚɥɧɨ-ɤɭɥɶɬɭɪɧɨɝɨ ɢ
ɫɩɨɪɬɢɜɧɨɝɨ ɧɚɡɧɚɱɟɧɢɹ










Dalian (People’
(People’s Republic of China)
Niigata (Japan)
Akita (Japan)
Hakodate (Japan)
Pusan (Korea)
Juneau (USA)
Tacoma (USA)
San Diego (USA)

Niigata
Akita

San Diego

Hakodate

Tacoma
Juneau

I liked the city immensely. I will take good impressions of the city back
with me.
Mikhael Kantzler,
Kantzler, Consul General of Germany in Novosibirsk city.
I feel very optimistic about the completion of the joint projects.
projects. And I am sure
our collaboration will be fruitful and mutually advantageous.
Thomas Armbruster,
Armbruster, Consul General of the USA in Vladivostok
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Dalian

Pusan

ɋ ɨɬɤɪɵɬɵɦ ɫɟɪɞɰɟɦ
ȼɥɚɞɢɜɨɫɬɨɤ ɨɠɢɞɚɟɬ
ɜ ɝɨɫɬɢ ɜɫɟɯ ɧɚɲɢɯ ɩɚɪɬɧɺɪɨɜ
ɢ ɞɪɭɡɟɣ.
ɞɪɭɡɟɣ.

(12) URUMQI
Constructing an Environment-Friendly City, and Promoting the Sustainable
Development of the Economy and Society
Mr. Jierla Yishamudin
Mayor, Urumqi Municipal Government
It is always the goal of development of cities in each area that we achieve a harmonious coexistence between men
and nature. We do this by construction of environmentally-friendly cities and by promoting the sustainable
development of the economy and society. As the capital of Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region, Urumqi is
located at the geographical center of Asia, an important hub of the Ancient Silk Road. With a long history,
plentiful natural resources, unique tourism and business as well as colorful national customs, Urumqi is a very
attractive boom city.

Urumqi firmly grasps the historic opportunity of the implementation of China’s “Great Western Development
Program,” and is conscientiously
implementing the spirit of the document’s views on further promoting Xinjiang's economic and social
development with the State Council. Great progress has already been made in our focus on building our city into a
modern international business and manufacturing center in the Central Asian region. At present, the city is
unswervingly promoting environmentally-friendly urban construction and enhancing sustainable economic and
social development. Our experience is:

1. As a fundamental guarantee and a primary carrier of promoting environmentally-friendly urban construction
and enhancing sustainable economic and social development, we must optimize the functional layout of the urban
area and promote regional integration.

2. The only way to achieve sustainable development and construction of an environmentally-friendly city is to
adhere to sustainable development principles and to accelerate the transformation of modes of economic
development.

3. Increasing the impact and momentum of urban ecological construction and improved living environments are
efficient ways to construct an environmentally-friendly city and to realize sustainable development.

4.

Implementation of the “Blue Sky Project” and improvement of the environmental quality are keys to

constructing an environmentally-friendly city and to realizing sustainable development.

Marked by harmony with the environment, and by being an environmentally-friendly society, this new form of
human social development is characteristic of a sustainably developing city. Our common goal, the construction
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of an environmentally-friendly city, is a long-term integrated project. It is also necessary for us to practice,
explore and regularly reference the experiences of others. Through this forum, we expect that we can learn from
the experiences of participant cities, and can enrich our approach as we throw ourselves into the construction of an
environmentally-friendly city.
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Promote sustainable development of economy and society
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Vigorously develop new materials,
clean energy, electronic
information, biological medicine,
and other high-tech industries.
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Agriculture accounts for only 1.3 percent of the total GDP
of Urumqi.
Urumqi.
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IIIǃ
IIIǃIncrease impact and momentum of city
ecological constructiom
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People’s Republic of China
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ࡴᔎഄঞ∈䌘⑤ֱᡸ
Strengthen protection of the land and water resources

ࡴᖿජᏖ㓓࣪⫳ᗕᓎ䆒
Speed up the ecological construction of Urumqi
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⿃ᵕᓔሩජᏖ⦃๗㓐ড়ᭈ⊏
Actively carry out the comprehensive treatment of urban environment
environment
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Waste treatment rate has reached 83%.
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Promoting cogeneration, expand the scope of central heating
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IVǃ
IVǃImplementing “Blue Sky Project”
Project” to
improve the environmental quality
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Adjust the resource structure to form a heating pattern providing by the coexistence of varied energies

Promoting cogeneration, expand the scope of central heating
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The city has been demolished 13,000 units of all types of small and
medium-sized coal-fired boiler to reduce smog more than 3,000 tons.
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Existed buildings saved energy 410,000 square meters, all new buildings
have achieved energy-saving 50 percent, which is the energy requirement.
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䲚Ёկ⛁䴶⿃6172ϛm2ˈ݊Ё⛁⬉㘨ѻկ⛁䴶⿃䖒980ϛm2
The area implemented of central heating is 61.72 million square meters,
in which Cogeneration heating area reached 9.8 million square meters.
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The city has completed five automatic air
stations, 55 sets of smokesmoke-line monitoring
system construction.
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ฦ㮕ףᩥీ75ᐳ
Various types of 75 filling stations have been built.
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3.

APCS Joint Project : APCS Charm Hunting Workshop 3
“Creating New Value”

(1) AGENDA
29th

9䋺00-

September Ɣ Asian Pacific City Summit Opening Ceremony (same as APCS schedule)
10䋺30-12䋺00
APCS㩷 Charm㩷 Hunting Workshop 3 “Creating New Value”
䇼Opening of Workshop䇽
䊶MC䋺 Opening Announcement 䋨Dr. Yamashita: URC䋩
㽲 Opening Greeting
Dalian People’s Association for Friendship with Foreign Countries
Team Fukuoka : URC
㽳 Session 1. Case Presentation by Fukuoka
" The CBD(Central Business District) planning by citizen and government collaboration"
䊶Overview of Fukuoka䋨URC䋩
䊶Working on creating attractiveness in Tenjin 䋨We love Tenjin Meeting䋩
䊶Activities of Green Bird Fukuoka and *Machizukuri 䋨Green Bird Fukuoka䋩
䊶Making attractive and bustling station/city in Hakata 䋨URC/Hakata Machizukuri Promotion
Committee䋩
䊶Application of the results of workshop in Bangkok and Collaborative *Machizukuri
䋨URC/Fukuoka City Hall䋩
䋼Lunch䋾

13:00-14䋺30
㽴 Session 2. Presentation on conditions and challenges of Dalian’s CBD
䊶Making attractiveness in Dalian
䊶Plan of Charm Hunting Tour in㩷 Dalian䋨course description䋩

15䋺00-17䋺00
㽵 Tianjin Street Charm Hunting Tour䋺120min
䊶People who are in charge of Dalian city management and citizens who are involved in city
management, or people from tourism industry will guide us through Central Business District
(CBD) of Dalian, especially the area which Dalian wants to promote to tourists. Team Fukuoka
and guests from Bangkok will take photos.
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30th

15䋺00-17䋺30

September 㽶 Charm Hunting Workshop in Dalian䇸Creating New Value䇹
żPresentation
䊶Attractiveness of Dalian from the eyes of Fukuoka
䋨7 people from Team Fukuoka䋩
䊶Attractiveness of Dalian from the eyes of Bangkok
䋨2 people from Bangkok Guests䋩
䊶Presentation on photos which participants taken. Each people will use 10 photos for their
presentation.
żMapping㩷 Workshop
䊶Separated into three groups (Fukuoka, Dalian, Bangkok), and each group will put photos onto
map. The map has two axes (attractive – non attractive / traditional – modern) and after putting
photos, compare three maps.
䊶Find different views on attractiveness among countries, and exchange opinions on tourism.
䊶From 100 or so photos, choose 40 photos which each team thinks to be improved.
䊶Through this workshop, find out the different views on urban attractiveness and discuss
measures for city planning.

㧖 URC:㩷 Fukuoka Asian Urban Research Center
㧖 WLT:㩷 We Love Tenjin Association
㧖 Green Bird:㩷 NPO Green Bird Fukuoka
*Machizukuri: Creating attractiveness by city management

(2) Workshop Overview
Purpose of the project:

[Reflection to policy]
To improve attractiveness of CBD area, Team-Fukuoka will collaborate with local citizens and people
from local government in Dalian, conduct “Charm / attractiveness check of city”, and gain
information which is useful for tourism and city planning policy for the future.

[Tourism PR]
Team-Fukuoka will be accompanied with media personnel and they will appeal the attractiveness of
Dalian in Fukuoka city through their media exposure before and after visiting Dalian.
[Exchange]
Through youth exchange, we will extend friendship between both citizens (Dalian and Fukuoka).
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Contents of the project

[About Team Fukuoka]
We are going to send people from Four citizen groups. Two of them is a citizen and government
collaboration group, “We Love Tenjin Association” and ”Hakata Machizukuri Promotion Committee”,
which are involved in city planning activities. And the other is” Visitors Industry (VI) Toshi-JUKU“,
the trainees of the program which develops citizens for improvement of urban attractiveness and
promotion of visitors’ industry. And last one is “NPO Green Bird Fukuoka “

[Activities]
They are going to have a workshop with people from local government of city planning and
tourism/visitors’ attraction section in Dalian and citizens. They are going to exchange their opinions
to improve both cities’ attractiveness and they are also going to discuss measures to apply the result of
the project to policy and tourism promotion of both cities.

Special Guests from Bangkok
Four city officers from Bangkok, host city of 2nd WORKSHOP in2007” will participate in this
workshop.

(3) Proposal from Fukuoka and Bangkok
After walking around “Tianjin Street”, which is a downtown area of Dalian, 7 members from Fukuoka and 2
members from Bangkok expressed their opinions on attractiveness of Dalian and how the city can improve its
charm according to photos which they have taken during the downtown walk. They expressed their views from
the point of tourists/visitors.

Followings are their views and findings;
z There are many flowerbeds and benches at vehicle-free promenades in downtown.
z I was amazed to find many roadside plants. The city has abundant green.
z It is great that Dalian has parks such as Zhongshan Square across the city.
z Old buildings are preserved in good condition.
z Advertising was different from that of Japan and it was quite interesting.
z There were many stalls which sell food and souvenirs. I enjoyed eating while walking.
z There was an excitement in the mixed environment. I really enjoyed walking around downtown.

On the other hand, there were opinions that two cities (Fukuoka and Bangkok) think Dalian should improve in
order to increase its attractiveness;
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z There were few crossings and pedestrians must feel danger when they cross the street.
z Sidewalks along the busy streets were narrow and I worried about my safety.
z The tourist information center was closed even though it was holiday and expected to have many tourists.
z Signs in the town were mainly written in Chinese, and English ones are also needed for tourists.

After hearing these challenges such as developing traffic systems that go red when pedestrians are crossing,
sidewalks, and crossings, and enriching the service at the tourist information center, and setting up English
signs for tourists, participants from Dalian responded that they would like to address them quickly. They also
expressed their interest in visiting both Fukuoka and Bangkok and continue exchanges.

(4) Findings from photo mapping session
We separated into groups according to our nationality (Dalian, Bangkok, and Fukuoka) and we put photos
which we had taken during the downtown walk onto the map. The map had two axes which were, “attractive
non attractive”, “traditional     modern”, respectively. As we compared maps of each team, we
found different value system and cultural/historic views. Followings are our findings;
z Photos which people of Bangkok thought “traditional” were regarded as “modern” by people of Dalian.
z On the photos which people of Fukuoka regarded as “modern” and “attractive”, there were many people in
them. People of Fukuoka were drawn to the area/space for interpersonal communication (software).
z On the other hand, people of Dalian regarded well-maintained scenery with infrastructures (hardware) as
“modern” and “attractive”. They were drawn to those well-developed city.

This intercomparative approach is very important for city planning because in this way, we can find the
differences in our value systems and time axis for historic things. Taking into consideration various
backgrounds, different value systems, and different cultural/historical views, we have to work on city planning
which is attractive for both tourists/visitors and residents.
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Υ㧚2008 The 8th Asian-Pacific City Summit
Joint D eclar ation
“2008 The 8th Asian-Pacific City Summit” is held in Dalian, China, from September 28th to October 1st 2008. In
order to promote mutual understanding and friendship, to strengthen bilateral exchange and cooperation, and to
promote prosperous development mutually, the following agreements are achieved:

1. All delegates are united in the conclusion that in facing future challenges, every city and region should
strengthen communication, dialogue and cooperation in order to promote common progress on the basis of
mutual respect and tolerance.

2. When carrying out friendly exchanges and cooperation, the cooperation wills of all cities and regions
should be respected on the basis of signed and published documents between country and country,
government and government.

3. Cooperation and exchanges in fields of high-tech, intellectual property, port logistics, finance, trade,
administration and so on, could be developed through multiple forms.

4. Actively promoting the friendly cooperation in area of environmental protection, culture, education, sports,
tourism, convention and exhibition, and so on.

5. Facilitating and promoting exchange among citizens and especially teenagers, organizing friendly
cooperation on mutual interest, actively supporting the personnel exchanges between areas.

6. Participating cities and regional leaders should meet and hold discussions frequently on mutual exchanges
and cooperation.
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Φ  L i s t o f Pa r t ic i pa n ts
ŶMember Cities
ㇺᏒ(࿖) / City (Nation)

ᓎ ⡯ / Title

ോᰴቭ
Deputy Permanent Secretary for the BMA
ᛛⴚදജ⺖㐳
Chief, Technical Cooperation Section
ⷰశ⊒ዷㇱ
Officer, Tourism Development
ࡃࡦࠦࠢㇺ
࿖㓙㑐ଥㇱ
㧔࠲ࠗ₺࿖㧕
Officer, Foreign Relations
Bangkok Metropolitan
࿖㓙㑐ଥㇱ
Administration
(The Kingdom of Thailand) Officer, Foreign Relations
࿖㓙㑐ଥㇱ
Officer, Foreign Relations
ㇺᏒ⸘↹ㇱ
City Planner
࿖㓙㑐ଥㇱ
Officer, Foreign Relations
ോᏒ㐳
Deputy Mayor for Political Affairs
࿖㓙ᵹᜂᒰ
International Relations Office, Cultural and Tourism
Bureau
ോຬ
Staff
㊍ጊᐢၞᏒ
Ꮢ᳃ㅧᚑᜂᒰ
㧔ᄢ㖧᳃࿖㧕
Busan Metropolitan City Green Zone and Parks Division, Urban Development
Office
(Republic of Korea)
ോຬ
Staff
ㅢ⸶㧔ਛ࿖⺆㧕
Interpreter (Chinese)
ㅢ⸶㧔⧷⺆㧕
Interpreter (English)
Ꮢ㐳
Mayor
Ꮢ㐳
Deputy Mayor
ᄢㅪᏒᴦදળ⼏ਥᏨ
Vice Chairman, Dalian City Committee of the Chinese
People's Political Consultative Conference
ᄢㅪᏒ
ᄢㅪᏒᄖᑯቶਥછ
(ਛ⪇ੱ᳃࿖㧕
Director-General, Foreign Affairs Office
Dalian People's
Government
ᄢㅪᏒᄖᑯቶਥછ
(People's Republic of
Vice Director-General, Foreign Affairs Office
China)
ᄢㅪᏒੱ᳃ኻᄖᅢදળળ㐳
Vice Chairman, Dalian People’s Association for
Friendship with Foreign Countries
⒢▤ℂᆔຬળਥછ
Vice Director, Dalian Free Trade Zone Administration
ᄢㅪᏒ⸘↹ዪዪ㐳
Vice Director-General, Bureau of CIty Planning
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ฬ೨ / Name
Mrs. Wanvilai
Promlakano
Mr. Piset Aramraks
Mr. Peerapat Ketkosol
Mrs. Bongkoch
Suwanakam
Mrs. Sirintarat
Nimcharoen
Miss. Lalida Pumkao
Miss. Sukontha
Yimpong
Miss. Narumon
Keawchamnong
㈕綟੧
Mr. Jeong Lakhyeong
ᧉ᧲㍯
Mr. Park Dong Seok
㊄ᱜ
Ms. Kim Jung Hwa
᧘ༀὓ
Mr. Lee Sun Yol
ᒛᛚ
Mr. Jang Seung Bok
ᦢ⛽㞲
Ms. Cho Yoo Sun
赣⽵ᕲ
Ms. Hwang Jeong Eun
ᄐᓼੳ
Mr. Xia Deren
ᧇ⒟ᷡ
Mr. Zhu Chengqing
ᣉਛጤ
Mr. Shi Zhongyan
₺ᵩବ
Mr.Wang Hongjun
ผᒝ
Mr. Shi Mingqiang
๓ᥓ
Mr. Wu Zhichao
㤛
Mr. Huang Ming
㒸ⴡ
Mr. Chen Weibing

ŶMember Cities
ㇺᏒ(࿖) / City (Nation)

ᓎ ⡯ / Title

ᄢㅪᏒ
(ਛ⪇ੱ᳃࿖㧕
Dalian People's
Government
(People's Republic of
China)

ᄢㅪᏒੱ᳃ᐭ⊒ዷ⎇ⓥࡦ࠲ਥછ
Director, Dalian Municipal People's Government
Development Research Center
↞ሶᐭ㐳
Deputy District Head, Ganjingzi District
ᄢㅪ㜞ᣂᛛⴚ↥ᬺ▤ℂᆔຬળਥછ
Deputy Director, Dalian High-tech Industrial Zone
Administrative Committee
ᄢㅪᏒᢎ⢒ዪᎼⷞຬ
Vice Inspector, Bureau of Education
ᄢㅪᏒ㊄ⲢᎿᑯቶਥછ
Deputy Director-General, Dalian Municipal Finance
Office
㐿⊒▤ℂᆔຬળਥછ
Deputy Director-General,
Dalian Economic and Technology Development Area
Administration
ᄢㅪᏒᨋᬺዪዪ㐳
Vice Director, Forestry Bureau
ᄢㅪᏒੱዪಣ㐳
Director, Personnel Bureau
ᴕᴡญᐭ㐳
Deputy District Head, Shahekou District
ᄢㅪᏒᇚੱㅪวળਥᏨ
Vice Chairman, Women's Federation
ਛ࿖↥ౄਥ⟵㕍ᐕ࿅ᄢㅪᏒᆔຬળਥછ
Deputy Director, Communist Youth League of China
Dalian Committee
ᄢㅪᏒኻᄖ⾏ᤃ⚻ᷣวዪᎼⷞຬ
Vice Inspector, Foreign Trade & Economic Cooperation
Bureau
ᄢㅪᏒⴡ↢ዪዪ㐳
Deputy Director, Public Health Bureau
ᄢㅪᏒᢥൻዪᦠ⸥
Deputy Secretary, Culture Bureau
ਛጊᐭ㐳
Deputy District Head, Zhongshan District
᷼ḧዪዪ㐳
Director-General, Dalian Harbor Administration
ᄢㅪᏒㇺᏒㄘᑪ⸳ᆔຬળᎼⷞຬ
Vice Inspector, Urban & Rural Construction Committee
ㇺᏒᑪ⸳▤ℂዪᎼⷞຬ
Vice Inspector, Urban Construction Bureau
ᄢㅪᏒ⚻ᷣᆔຬળਥછ
Deputy Director, Economic Commission
ᄢㅪᏒⅣႺ⼔ዪዪ㐳
Vice Director-General, Environmental Protection Bureau
ᄢㅪ᷼㓸࿅ℂ㐳
Deputy Director-General, Dalian Port Corporation Limited
ᄢ劖㊄匫ൾᐟ๔㒢ม␠㐳
President
ᄢ劖Ẃ膍ᐟ๔㒢ม✬㓸㐳
Editor in chief, Dalian Manbu Advertising Co.,LTD.
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ฬ೨ / Name
᧘ᚽ
Mr. Li Cai
ㇳፏᴡ
Mr. Guo Chonghe
ᒛస
Mr. Zhang Ke
ᝄᨋ
Mr. Liang Zhenlin
ᒛ
Mr. Zhang Bing
ቡᥙᵄ
Mr. Song Xiaobo
₺㐳⸙
Mr. Wang Changxun
ഏᢥಫ
Mr. Liu Wenkai
ᄐᤐశ
Mr. Xia Chungung
ᚑ₹
Ms. Cheng Shiyu
᧘ᄢ᳃
Mr. Li Damin
᪢₹ᱜ
Ms. Mei Yuzheng
₺⨄⨏
Ms. Wnag Fanming
ํත
Mr. Lu Shouzu
ㇳ㔕ፄ
Mr. Guo Yunfeng
ᚽജ
Mr. Cai Li
㒸⥝
Mr. Chen Xing
ፕస⟵
Mr. Cui Keyi
ഏᳯァ
Mr. Liu Jiangjun
឴ჿ੫
Mr. Yang Shengliang
ᧇቲቇ
Mr. Zhu Baoxue
ᑇ⟤⧎
Ms. Lian Meihua
╣ᷗ᩵

ŶMember Cities
ㇺᏒ(࿖) / City (Nation)

ᄢㅪᏒ
(ਛ⪇ੱ᳃࿖㧕
Dalian People's
Government
(People's Republic of
China)

ጟᏒ
䋨ᣣᧄ࿖䋩
Fukuoka City
(䌊apan)

ᓎ ⡯ / Title
ᄢㅪ࠻ࠬ࠹ࡓᑪ᧚㒢ม⫃✚⚻ℂ
President, Tostem Housing Products (Dalian) Co., Ltd.
ࠠࡗࡁࡦᄢㅪോᯏ㒢มㇱ㐳
Manager, Canon Dalian Business Machines, Inc.
ోᣣᧄⓨャᩣᑼળ␠ᄢㅪᡰᐫᡰᐫ㐳
General Manager, All Nippon Airways Co., Ltd. Dalian
Office
ᣂẟ⋵ᄢㅪ⚻ᷣോᚲᚲ㐳ઍℂ
Acting President, Niigata Economic & Trade Dalian
Office
ᣣᧄ⽷↥㒾㧔ਛ࿖㧕㒢ม␠㐳
Vice president, Japan Property Insurance Company
ንጊ⋵ᄢㅪോᚲᚲ㐳
Director, Dairen Office of Toyama Prefecture
ᩣᑼળ␠ ᣣᧄ⥶ⓨࠗࡦ࠲࠽࡚ࠪ࠽࡞ᄢㅪᡰᐫᡰᐫ㐳
General Manager, Japan Airlines International Co., Ltd.
Dalian Office
ߺߕ߶ࠦࡐ࠻㌁ⴕ㧔ਛ࿖㧕㒢ม
ᄢㅪᡰᐫᡰᐫ㐳
Submanager, Mizuho Corporate Bank (China), Ltd. Dalian
Branch
⑺↰⋵⾏ᤃଦㅴදળᄢㅪോᚲ㘈
Dalian Office, Akita Trade Promotion Association of Japan
ᄢㅪᄹᎹ⚻ᷣ⾏ᤃോᚲᚲ㐳
President, Kanagawa Economy & Trade Dalian Office
Ꮢ㐳
Mayor
✚ോડ↹ዪ࿖㓙ㇱ㐳
Executive Director,International Affairs
Department,General Affair & Planning Bureau
ቛㇺᏒዪㇺᏒ⸘↹ㇱ㐳
Executive Director,Urban Planning Department,Housing
& Urban Planning Bureau
✚ോડ↹ዪ࿖㓙ㇱ࿖㓙⺖㐳
Director,International Affairs Department,General Affair
& Planning Bureau
✚ോડ↹ዪ࿖㓙ㇱ࿖㓙ଥ㐳
Chief,International Affairs Department,General Affair &
Planning Bureau
ቛㇺᏒዪㇺᏒ⸘↹ㇱㇺᏒ᥊ⷰቶ⸘↹ଥ㐳
Chief,City Design Section,Urban Planning
Department,Housing & Urban Planning Bureau
✚ോડ↹ዪ࿖㓙ㇱ
Staff,International Affairs Department,General Affair &
Planning Bureau
✚ോડ↹ዪ࿖㓙ㇱ
Staff,International Affairs Department,General Affair &
Planning Bureau
✚ോડ↹ዪડ↹⺞ᢛㇱ
Staff,Planning & Coodination Department,General Affair
& Planning Bureau
✚ോડ↹ዪ࿖㓙ㇱ(ㅢ⸶ਛ࿖⺆㧕
Interpreter(Chinese),International Affairs
Department,General Affair & Planning Bureau
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ฬ೨ / Name
㊁Ỉᓼೣ
Mr. Nozawa Tokunori
ഏ࿖Ⅹ
Mr. Liu Guoxi
ᣣ㊁ᤘ
Mr. Hino Akira
㝵⚐ാ
Mr. Wei Chunyong
↰ཅ㌏
Mr. Tian Jiaming
Mr. ⬉ญᱜᶈ
㤥↰◊
Mr. Kuroda Atsushi
ഏ⦼
Mr. Liu Zhipu
Mr. ᧼၂㓉
ၳᎹን㓶
Mr. Horikawa Tomio
ศ↰ ብ
Mr. YOSHIDA Hiroshi
ጊญ ศೣ
Mr. YAMAGUCHI
Yoshinori
ፉ ᐢᏈ
Mr. SOEJIMA Hiromi
ᳰ↰ Ẵ↵
Mr. IKEDA Sumio
ฎ⾐ ሶ
Ms. KOGA Yuko
ᐔ㊁ ᘕ৻㇢
Mr. HIRANO
Shinichiro
 ⡡ሶ
Ms. INOUE Satoko
ਛ ሶ
Ms. NAKAMURA
Keiko
ጊ⣁ ᒄᔒ
Mr. YAMAWAKI
Hiroshi
ජ⪲ ↱♿ሶ
Ms. CHIBA Yukiko

ŶMember Cities
ㇺᏒ(࿖) / City (Nation)
ጟᏒ
䋨ᣣᧄ࿖䋩
Fukuoka City
(䌊apan)

ᐢᎺᏒ
(ਛ⪇ੱ᳃࿖䋩
Guangzhou People's
Government
(People's Republic of
China)

䉳䊞䉦䊦䉺㚂ㇺ․Ꮊ
Jakarta Capital City
Government
(Indonesia)
ᷣᎺ․⥄ᴦ
䋨ᄢ㖧᳃࿖䋩
Jeju Special Self-Governing
Province
(Republic of Korea)

ർᎺᏒ
(ᣣᧄ࿖䋩
City of Kitakyushu
䋨䌊apan䋩

ᾢᧄᏒ
䋨ᣣᧄ࿖䋩
Kumamoto㩷 City
(䌊apan)

ᓎ ⡯ / Title
✚ോડ↹ዪ࿖㓙ㇱ㧔ㅢ⸶㖧࿖⺆㧕
Interpreter(Korean),International Affairs
Department,General Affair & Planning Bureau
✚ോડ↹ዪ࿖㓙ㇱ㧔ㅢ⸶⧷⺆㧕
Interpreter(English),International Affairs
Department,General Affair & Planning Bureau
ᄖᑯቶਥછ
Vice Director-General, Foreign Affairs Office
⸘↹ዪ⸳⸘ᚲᚲ㐳
Vice President, DesignOffice, Guangzhou Urban Planning
Bureau
ᄖᑯቶ࿖㓙ᵹಣ㐳
Director, Division of International Relations, Foreign
Affairs Office
⸘↹ዪ⸳⸘ᚲㇱ㐷ㇱ㐳
Division head, Design Office, Guangzhou Urban Planning
Bureau
ᄖᑯቶ⡯ຬ
Foreign Affairs Office
ᄖᑯቶ⡯ຬ
Foreign Affairs Office

ฬ೨ / Name
ᧉ㦖ᓧ
Mr. PARK Yongdeuk
↰ਛ ሶ
Ms. TANAKA Michiko
ഏᤐ
Mr. Liu Baochun
Mrs. 㤡੦ⴐ

Mr. ᨋᅂቀ

Ms. ⸵⩐ବ
Ms. 㤛Ⅽ
Ms. ᱞᥙῆ

ㇺᏒ㑆දജዪ࿖㓙ᯏ㑐ᬺᜂᒰㇱ㐳
Head, International Organization and Events Division,
Inter-municipal CooperationBureau

Mr. Barani Manalu

࿖㓙⻁ᄢ
Ambassador Advisor for International Relations

ᢥᴡᵒ
Mr. Hayong Moon

ᐔදജ⺖ᵹදജᜂᒰ⺖㐳
Deputy Director, Peace and Cooperation Division

ᧉẢᵟ
Mr. Yoon-Soo Park

Ꮢ㐳
Deputy Mayor
ડ↹ᢥൻዪ࿖㓙ቶ࿖㓙╷⺖ଥ㐳
Manager, International Policy Division, International
Affairs Department, Planning and Cultural Affairs Bureau
㚢ᄢㅪർᎺᏒ⚻ᷣോᚲ ᚲ㐳
Representative, Kitakyushu Business Promotion Office,
Dalian
㚢ᄢㅪർᎺᏒ⚻ᷣോᚲ ᚲ㐳㧔ㅢ⸶㧕
Vice Representative, Kitakyushu Business Promotion
Office, Dalian
↥ᬺ⚻ᷣዪ↥ᬺᝄ⥝ㇱ ㇱ㐳
Executive Director, Industrial Promotion Department,
Industry and Economics Bureau
↥ᬺ⚻ᷣዪ↥ᬺᝄ⥝ㇱ⾏ᤃᝄ⥝⺖ ଥ㐳
Manager, Trade Promotion Division, Industrial Promotion
Department,
Industry and Economics Bureau
Ꮢ㐳
Deputy Mayor
↥ᬺ╷⺖ਥᐙ
Assistant Director, Industrial Policy Section
ᢥൻ࿖㓙⺖
Cultural and International Affairs Section

㤗↰ ජⓄሶ
Ms. Asada Chihoko
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ട⮮ ⚩
Mr. Kato Nobuaki
ᣂ↰ 㦖ੑ
Mr. Nitta Ryuji
ํ ଲ
Ms. Lu Li
┄↰ ⑲᮸
Mr. Kubota Hideki
↰ઍ ਃ
Mr. Tashiro Shozo
↰ ᒄᤘ
Mr. Morita Hiroaki
 ඳਯ
Mr. Mori Hiroyuki
ർᷝ ሶ
Ms. Kitazoe Tomoko

ŶMember Cities
ㇺᏒ(࿖) / City (Nation)

ችፒᏒ
䋨ᣣᧄ࿖䋩
Miyazaki City
(Japan)

㐳ፒᏒ
䋨ᣣᧄ࿖䋩
Nagasaki City
(䌊apan)

ᓎ ⡯ / Title

ฬ೨ / Name

Ꮢ㐳
Mayor
ㇺᏒᢛㇱ᥊ⷰ⺖㐳
Division Chief, Landscape Divisiion, City Maintenance
Department
⒁ᦠᐢႎ⺖ ⺖㐳
Vice Division Chief, Secretariate and Public Relations
Division
ⷰశᎿㇱⷰశ⺖ਥછਥ
Senior Staff, Tourism and Resort Section, Tourism Division
Ꮢ㐳
Deputy Mayor

ᵤ ㊀శ
Mr. Shigemitsu Tsumura

ㇺᏒ⸘↹ㇱ߹ߜߠߊࠅផㅴቶ

Ꮢ㐳
Mayor
㓐ⴕຬ
Attendant
⚻ᷣㅢዪ㐳
ᶆ㗄Ꮢ
General Director, Economy & Industry Bureau
䋨ᄢ㖧᳃࿖䋩
࿖㓙ᵹᜂᒰ
Pohang City
International Relations Section, Economy & Trade
(Republic of Korea)
Division
ℂ㐳
Director General
ᐢႎડ↹ᜂᒰ
Publication and planning
ᶏᏒᐭ⒁ᦠ㐳
Deputy Secretary-General, Shanghai Municipal People's
Government
ⅣႺ⼔ዪዪ㐳
ᶏᏒ
Director-General, Shanghai Environmental Protection
(ਛ⪇ੱ᳃࿖䋩
Bureau (SEPB)
Shanghai People's
ⅣႺ⼔ዪᑯቶਥછ
Government
Director, Administration Office, SEPB
(People's Republic of China)
ⅣႺ⼔ዪᳪᨴᓮಣಣ㐳
Director, Pollution Control Division, SEPB
ᄖᑯቶಣ㐳
Assistant Director, Shanghai Foreign Affairs Office
Ꮢ㐳
Mayor
ੱ᳃ᐭ⒁ᦠ㐳
Secretary General, Urumqi People's Government
ᄖᑯቶ㧔ോᑯቶ㧕ਥછ
ὖ㞉ᧁᢧ䋨䉡䊦䊛䉼䋩Ꮢ
Director, Foreign Affairs Office
䋨ਛ⪇ੱ᳃࿖䋩
ᑯᐡ⒁ᦠ
Urumqi Municipal
Secretary
Government
ᄖᑯቶ␞⾠ಣ⡯ຬ
(People's Republic of
Foreign Affairs Office
China)
ੱ᳃ኻᄖᅢදળㅢ⸶
Interpreter, The Urumqi Peoples Association for friendship
with foreign countries
ᄖᑯቶ␞⾠ಣ⡯ຬ
Foreign Affairs Office
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ਭ ਃ↵
Mr. Mitsuo Kubo
㜞ፉ ᒄⴕ
Mr. Takashima Hiroyuki
ዊ㊁↰⾆
Mr. Onoda Takaya
ᬁᧁᕶੑ
Mr. Shiinoki Kyoji
ጊญ✛ᦶ
Mr. Yamaguchi Rokurou
ᧉᛚᶈ
Mr. Park Seung-ho
㊄㿋
Mr. Kim Se-won
㊄ᷕᵏ
Mr. Kim Soon-tae
㈕
Mr. Jeong Jae-hwa
Mr. ᧉశ
Mr. ㊄᧲ቢ
ዣ ᒄ
Mr. Yin Hong
ᒛ ో
Mr. Zhang Quan
឴ᤐᨋ
Mr. Yang Chunlin
⯃࿖
Mr. Su Guodong
㤛ઔ᳓
Ms. Huang Yangbing
ศዌᜆᴕᧁৼ
Mr. Jierla Yishamudin
᧘ᢥን
Mr. Li Wenfu
⦨ዦᄖዌ๋ዌ
Mr. Ainiwaier Wushouer
㌛ᖝᒝ
Mr. Qian Yueqiang
₺ቘ
Mr. Wang Ning
⦨ജමᧁ
Mr. Aili Kamu
ቀ㇊ឭ㒙ਇജసᧁ
Ms. Zinnat Ablikim

ŶMember Cities
ㇺᏒ(࿖) / City (Nation)

ᓎ ⡯ / Title

Ꮢ㐳
Deputy Mayor
䉡䊤䉳䉥䉴䊃䉪Ꮢ
࿖㓙㑐ଥዪ㐳
䋨䊨䉲䉝䋩
Head, Foreign Relations Department
Vladivostok City
(Russian Federation)
࿖㓙㑐ଥዪኾ㐷ຬ
Specialist, Foreign Relations Department
ℂ㐳
Director General
Ᏹോℂ
Managing Director
ਥછ⎇ⓥຬ
Senior Researcher
ᵹផㅴଥ㐳
Section Chief
⎇ⓥਥᩏ
Chief Researcher
⎇ⓥਥᩏ
Chief Researcher
ଥຬ
䉝䉳䉝ᄥᐔᵗ
Staff
ㇺᏒ䉰䊚䉾䊃ോዪ
ଥຬ
䋨ጟ䉝䉳䉝ㇺᏒ
Staff
⎇ⓥᚲ䋩
⸰⎇ⓥຬ
Visiting researcher
䋨ᣣᧄ࿖䋩
Asian Pacific City Summit VI ㇺᏒႶ㧛㧔ᩣ㧕Ꮊࠗࡦ࠲ࡔ࠺ࠖࠕ⎇ⓥᚲ
Secretariat
ᄤ⚻ᷣᣂ⡞✬㓸㐳
(Fukuoka Asian Urban
Volunteer for Visitors Industry / Editor-in-Chief, r Tenjin
Research Center)
Keizai Shimbun, KYUSHU INTERMEDIA
(Japan)
LABORATORY. INC
VI ㇺᏒႶ㧛ᣣᧄ㋕㧔ᩣ㧕 ᣂⷙᬺቶ
Volunteer for Visitors Industry / Nishi-Nippon Railroad
Co., Ltd.
We Love ᄤද⼏ળ㧛ᣣᧄ㋕㧔ᩣ㧕ᄤᆔຬળ
We Love Tenjin Association/Tenjin Committee,
Nishi-Nippon Railroad Co., Ltd.
We Love ᄤද⼏ળ㧛㧔ᩣ㧕ࠗࡓ࠭༡ᬺㇱ ડ↹ផㅴ
࠴ࡓ ࠴ࡈ
We Love Tenjin Association/Chief, Project Promotion
Team, Sales Department,
Inter Media Station IMS
NPO ᴺੱࠣࡦࡃ࠼ጟ ઍ
President, NPO greenbird Fukuoka
ળຬㇺᏒ⸘
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ฬ೨ / Name
Mr. Alexander
Zubritskiy
Mr. Viacheslav
Kushnarev
Ms. Alexandra
Mudretsova
ᮠᧁ ᱞ
Mr. Chishaki Takeshi
᪀↰ ືᔒ
Mr. Kuwata Tetsushi
໊ ኑ
Mr. Tang Yin
ጊᧄ ᐔ
Mr. Yamamoto Kohei
ጊਅ ᳗ሶ
Ms. Yamashita Eiko
ሶ ᘕ৻㇢
Mr. Kaneko Shinichiro
ᒎን ᗲ
Ms. Iyadomi Ai
ᄢ㑐 㤗㉿ሶ
Ms. Ozeki Mariko
㐳ἑ ാੱ
Mr. Nagase Hayato
↰ ⟤ઍሶ
Ms. Morita Miyoko

ᵮ⣁ ሶ
Ms. Suwaki Yuko
ᳰ↰ ሶ
Ms. Ikeda Akiko

ጊᧄ ሶ
Ms. Yamamoto Yuko
ᧁਅ ⌀
Mr. Kinoshita Masahiro
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ŶObserver
ㇺᏒ㧔࿖) / City (Nation)
䊗䊤䊧䉴䉧䊛䊪Ꮢ
Boralesgamuwa City
(Sri Lanka)
䉼䉢䊧䊛䊖䊗ⴕ
Cheremkhovo Area
(Russia)
శ㓁Ꮢ
Gwangyang City (Korea)
⧎ᏎᏒ
Hanamaki City (Japan)
દਁ㉿Ꮢ
Imari City (Japan)

ઍ⠪ᓎ⡯㧛Head of delegation

ฬ೨㧛Name

Ꮢ㐳
Mayor

Mr. K. D. Aruna
Priyashantha

㐳
Vice Mayor

Ms. Svetlana
Makhonkina

Ꮢ㐳
Mayor
Ꮢ㐳
Mayor
Ꮢ㐳
Mayor
࿖㓙දജቭቶ࿖㓙ળ⼏࠴ࡓ㐳
ੳᎹᏒ
Director, International Conference Team, International
Incheon City (Korea)
Affairs Department
䊦䊶䉝䊷䊑䊦Ꮢ
⊒ዷዪዪ㐳
Le Havre
General Manager, Le Havre Développement
Member, Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors
䊨䉰䊮䉷䊦䉴
Los Angels County (USA) ࡠࠨࡦ࡞ࠬ▤ℂᆔຬળᆔຬ
䊙䊮䉻䊧䊷Ꮢ
Ꮢ㐳ㇺᏒ⊒ዷᆔຬળਥᏨ
Mandalay City (Myanmar) Mayor, President of City Development Committee
䊈䊏䊄䊷Ꮢ
ㇺᏒ⊒ዷᆔຬળਥછ
Naypyidaw City
Deputy Director, City Development Committee
(Myanmar)
䊒䊉䊮䊕䊮Ꮢ
Ꮢ㐳
Phnom Penh City
Deputy Mayor
(Cambodia)
✚ോዪ࿖㓙ㇱ㐳
ᧅᏻᏒ
Director, International Relations Department, General
Sapporo City (Japan)
Affairs Bureau
䉲䉝䊇䊷䉪䊎䊦Ꮊ
Ꮊ㐳
Sihanoukville Province
Governor
(Cambodia)
䊃䊝䊖䊮Ꮢ
Ꮢ㐳
Tomohon City (Indonesia) Mayor
䊃䊛䉴䉪Ꮢ
╙৻Ꮢ㐳
Tomsk City (Russia)
The First Vice-Mayor
ንጊ⋵ℂ
⽷࿅ᴺੱߣ߿߹࿖㓙ࡦ࠲ኾോℂ
ንጊ⋵
Toyama Prefecture (Japan) Executive Director, Toyama Prefecture
General Manager, Toyama International Center
Foundation
䉡䊤䊮䉡䊂Ꮢ
Ꮢ㐳
Ulan-Ude City (Russia)
Mayor
䊟䊮䉯䊮Ꮢ
ㇺᏒ⊒ዷᆔຬળਥછ
Yangon City (Myanmar) Director, City Development Committee
⽷࿅ᴺੱ⥄ᴦ
࿖㓙ൻදળർ੩ോᚲ
ᚲ㐳
Council of Local
Authorities for International Director
Relations (Japan)
Beijing Office
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᧘⡛㓶
Mr. Lee Sung-woong
ᄢ⍹ ḩ㓶
Mr. Oishi Mitsuo
Ⴆㇱ ⧐
Mr. Tsukabe Yoshikazu
ᆗቬ
Mr. Kang Myung-jong
Mr. Gérard MERCHER
Mr. Michael D.
Antonovich
Mr. Phone Zaw Han
Mr. U Thein Sint

Mrs. Touch Sarom
㜞↰ ⧷ၮ
Mr. Takada Hideki
Mr. Sbong Sarath
Mr. Jefferson S. M.
Rumanjar
Mr. Nikolaychuk
Nikolay
 ᧁޘᄖᔒ
Mr. Sasaki Sotoshi
Mr. Gennady A.
Aydayev
Mr. U Aung Than Win

✜ᣇ ବೣ
Mr. Ogata Toshinori

ŶObserver
ㇺᏒ㧔࿖) / City (Nation)
㖧࿖ᣇ⥄ᴦ࿅
࿖㓙ൻ⽷࿅ർ੩ോᚲ
Korea Local Authorities
Foundation for International
Relations
Beijing Office
ㇺᏒ䊶⥄ᴦㅪว
䉝䉳䉝ᄥᐔᵗᡰㇱ
United Cities and
Local Governments
Asia-Pacific Regional
Section
䊨䉲䉝㚢ἀ㓁✚㗔㙚
Consulate General of
Russia in Shenyang
ਛ࿖ㆯካ⋭ᄖᑯቶ
Foreign Affairs Office of
Liaoning Province

ઍ⠪ᓎ⡯㧛Head of delegation

ฬ೨㧛Name

ਥᏨઍ
Director General

᧘㎠ᚑ
Mr. Lee Jong Sung

ോ✚㐳
General Secretariat

Mr. Peter Woods

✚㗔
Consul General

Mr. Muravskiy
Stanislav

ਥછ
Vice Director-General

₺ਯ㌵
Mr. Wang Zhifeng

ࠝࡉࠩࡃ⸘

㧙㧙
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Χ  C o v e n a n t o f t h e A s ia n - P ac i f ic C i ty S u m m it
Chapter 1 General Provisions
Article 1. (Appellation)
The name of the organization shall be the “Asian-Pacific City Summit” (hereinafter referred to as the “City
Summit”).

Article 2. (Objective)
The objective of the City Summit is to provide an opportunity for leaders of major cities in the Asian Pacific
region to promote inter-city cooperation and networking in solving urban issues, thus contributing to further
development of the region and enduring world peace.

Article 3. (Activities)
In order to achieve the objectives stated in Article 2, the City Summit shall:
(1) convene the Mayors Conference.
(2) convene the Working-Level Conference.
(3) organize other necessary activities.

Chapter II

Member Cities

Article 4. (Member Cities)
Member cities of the City Summit are as listed on the appendix.

Article 5. (Representation)
Each member city shall, in principle, be represented by its mayor or by a person who holds the position
equivalent to mayoralty.

Article 6. (Admission)
1. Any city that intends to become a member city of the City Summit, shall submit a written application to the
Secretariat.
2. The Secretariat shall put the submitted application on the agenda of the first Mayors Conference, to be held
following its submission.
3. Membership shall take effect on the day of approval by the Mayors Conference.

Article 7. (Withdrawal)
1. A member city may withdraw from the City Summit by transmitting a written application for withdrawal to
the Secretariat.
2. Withdrawal by a member city shall take effect 30 days after the receipt of application by the Secretariat as
stated under the previous clause.
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3. Even after withdrawal, a member city shall faithfully perform its obligations born before the withdrawal
under this Covenant.

Chapter III

Mayors Conferences

Article 8. (Mayors Conferences)
1. A Mayors Conference shall, in principle, be held every two years.
2. A Mayors Conference shall be convened by the representatives of the city where the conference is to be
held(hereinafter referred to as a “host city”).

Article 9. (Composition)
1. A Mayors Conference shall consist of representatives of member cities.
2. A Mayors Conference shall be attended by the representative of a member city. However, if the
representative is unable to attend the conference in person, the representative may delegate authority to another
person who shall attend the conference.
3. A non-member city may send a representative to the Mayors Conference as an observer, with
recommendation of a member city.

Article 10. (Functions)
A Mayors Conference shall perform the following functions.
(1) to amend and revoke the Covenant of the City Summit
(2) to approve new membership
(3) to determine host cities of the next Mayors Conference and the Working-Level Conference.
(4) to decide other important matters relating to the administration of the City Summit.

Article 11. (Chairperson)
A Mayors Conference shall, in principle, be chaired by the representative of the host city.

Article 12. (Quorum and Voting)
1. The quorum at a Mayors Conference shall be one half of the member cities.
2. All the matters shall, in principle, be decided by a majority of the member cities which are present.

Article 13. (Defrayal of costs)
1. The host city shall defray the costs incurred in hosting the conference.
2. The participating member cities shall bear the costs relating to their participation including travel costs and
accommodation costs. However the host city may defray the part of the costs within its discretion.

Article 14. (Determination of the host city)
1. A member city which wishes to host a Mayors Conference shall submit an application to the Secretariat.
2. The Secretariat shall put the application on the agenda of the first Mayors Conference, to be held following
its submission.
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Chapter IV

Working-Level Conferences

Article 15. (Working-Level Conferences)
1. A Working-Level Conference shall, in principle, be held every two years.
2. A Working-Level Conference shall be convened by the representative of the host city.

Article 16. (Composition)
1. A Working-Level Conference shall consist of Working-Level officers of member cities.
2. A non-member city may send a representative to the Working-Level Conference as an observer, with
recommendation of a member city.

Article 17. (Functions)
1. A Working-Level Conference shall hold consultations to realize the matters approved in the Mayors
Conference.
2. The results of a Working-Level Conference shall, in principle, be reported to the Mayors Conference by the
host city of the Working-Level Conference.

Article 18. (Chairperson)
A Working-Level Conference shall, in principle, be chaired by a person appointed by the host city.

Article 19. (Defrayal of costs)
To the costs related to a Working-Level Conference, Article 13 shall apply multatis mutandis.

Article 20. (Determination of the host city)
To the determination of a host city of a Working-Level Conference, Article 14 shall apply multatis mutandis.

Chapter V

Secretariat

Article 21.( Secretariat)
1. The Secretariat of the City Summit shall be located in Fukuoka City, Japan.
2. The necessary costs for the administration of the Secretariat shall be defrayed by Fukuoka City.
3. The Secretariat shall have the following duties.
(1) Liaison and coordination among member cities
(2) Liaison, coordination and support in connection with administrative work related to the Mayors Conference,
Working-Level Conference and City Summit.
(3) Keeping custody and submitting minutes of meetings and other information relating to the administration of
the City Summit.
(4) Research and study relating to the administration of the City Summit in general
(5) Other items in connection with the administration of the City Summit.
4. Other necessary items related to the administration of the Secretariat shall be provided separately by Fukuoka
City.
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Supplementary provisions (Revised as of August 31, 2002)
(Effective Date)
This Covenant shall enter into force on August 31, 2002.

Supplementary provisions (Revised as of September 29, 2008)
(Effective Date)
This Covenant shall enter into force on September 29, 2008.
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(Appendix)
List of Member Cities

Auckland, New Zealand
Bangkok, Kingdom of Thailand
Brisbane, Australia
Busan, Republic of Korea
Dalian, People’s Republic of China
Fukuoka, Japan
Guangzhou, People’s Republic of China
Ho Chi Minh, Socialist Republic of Vietnam
Hong Kong Special Administrative Region, People’s Republic of China
Honolulu, United States of America
Ipoh, Malaysia
Jakarta, Republic of Indonesia
Kagoshima, Japan
Kitakyushu, Japan
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Kumamoto, Japan
Manila, Republic of the Philippines
Miyazaki, Japan
Nagasaki, Japan
Naha, Japan
Oita, Japan
Saga, Japan
Shanghai, People’s Republic of China
Singapore
Urumqi, People’s Republic of China
Vladivostok, Russian Federation
Jeju Special Self-Governing Province, Republic of Korea
Pohang, Republic of Korea
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Ψ  R e fe r e n c es
(1) Past Results
ŶMayors Conference
Host City
1st
Fukuoka

Theme of Plenary
Session
“Harmony between
1994.
urban Development
9.22⊡ and Human Living
9.25 Environment in the
Asian-Pacific Era”
Dates

1996.
“Urban Development
2nd
9.27⊡
Guangzhou
In the 21st Century”
10. 1

3rd
Fukuoka

1998.
“Future Prospects of
7.11⊡ Networking between
7.13 Cities”

4th
2000.
“Asian-Pacific Cities
Busan
5.13⊡ in the New
Metropolitan
5.15 Millennium”
City

th

5
Fukuoka

“New Approach to
2002.
City Planning for the
8.30⊡ 21st Century -from
9. 1 ‘Governing’ to ‘Good
Governance’-”

6th
Bangkok 2004.
Metropolitan 11.30⊡
12. 2
Administration

“Sustainable City
Redevelopment: The
New
Approaches”

7th
Urumqi

2006.
“Development of
8. 8⊡
Harmonious City”
8.10

8th
Dalian

“Asian-Pacific
Champion Cities –
2008.
New Thoughts on
9.28⊡
Environment,
9.30
Resources, Culture
and Industry

Themes of Sub-sessions
“City and Transportation”
“City and Housing”
“City and Environment/Public
Health”
“Future Urban Planning and
Construction”
“Modern Urban Environmental
Protection”
“Urban Modernization and
Traditional Culture”
“Future Direction of Education
for the Next Generation”
“Establishment of Health and Medical
Systems”
“Waterworks and Sewer Systems in
the City”
“Enhancing Inter-City Exchanges and
Trade”
“Measures to Grow Tourism
Industry”
“City Planning with Citizen
Involvement”
“Customer-Based & Result-Oriented
Governmental Reform”
“e-Governance ^IT & City Planning”
“Collaboration among Industry,
Academia and
Local Government”
“New Urbanism: Values, City
Governance,
and People Participation”
“New Public Management: Public
Private
Partnerships and Creating
Opportunities
for All”
“Welfare services of the Future”
“Development of Urban
Infrastructures”
“Promotion of New Industries”
“Regional responsibility and
cooperation of Asian-Pacific New
Champion Cities”
“Usage and management of modern
city resources”
“Sustainable economic & social
development and environmental
protection in urban areas”
“Maintaining cultural heritage and
innovation of modern city culture”
“Natural conditions and industry
choices of cities”
“Protection of intellectual property”
“Protection of urban ecological
environment”
“Urban transportation”

㧙㧙

Participants
21 cities
from
11 countries and regions

11 cities
from
11 countries and regions

23 cities
from
12 countries and regions
22 cities
from
11 countries

24 cities
from
12 countries

14 cities
from
10 countries

13 cities
from
5 countries

39 cities / regions
from
11 countries

ŶWorking-Level Conference
Host City

Dates

1st
Fukuoka

1995.
10.26⊡10.27

“Management of Transportation in
Cities of the Asia-Pacific
Regions” -Transportation Operation
Policy and Traffic Control-

20 cities
from
10 countries and regions

2nd
Fukuoka

1997.
11.26⊡11.28

“Waste Treatment and Disposal”
-Striving for a Sustainable Growth
Environment-

18 cities
from
9 countries

3rd
Fukuoka

1999.
11.30⊡12. 2

“The Supply of Safe, Clean Water to
the City"

18 cities
from
10 countries

“Measures to Enhance Inter-City
Exchanges in Tourism
in the Asia-Pacific Region

17 cities
from
7 countries

2003.
11. 9⊡11.10

“City Planning with Citizen
Involvement”

18 cities
from
9 countries

6th
Urumqi

2005.
9.10⊡9.12

“To Promote City Development
through Multi-layered Culture”

9 cities
from
3 countries

7h
Kitakyushu

2007.
7.30⊡8. 1

“Urban Charm – Building a Beautiful
City by Residents”

19 cities
from
9 countries

4th
2001.
Busan
Metropolitan city 9. 6⊡9. 8

5th
Kumamoto

Theme

㧙㧙

Participants

(2) Newspaper Coverage
ŶSeptember 30 Dalian Evening News

㧙㧙

ŶSeptember 29 Dalian Daily

ŶSeptember 28 Dalian Daily
ŶSeptember 30 Dalian Daily

㧙㧙

ŶSeptember 30
The Nishinippon Simbun
(morning edition)

ŶSeptember 26
The Yomiuri Shimbun
(morning edition)

ŶConcierge Dalian
2008 November issue

ŶOctober 1 The Nishinippon Simbun
(morning edition)

㧙㧙

ŶInternet News Coverage

㧙㧙

ŶInternet News Coverage

㧙㧙
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